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''Parking is one of our biggest

·problems," stated Billy T . Norwood .
director of Security anc! Safe ty
Services in an interview last week .
The Security and Safety Services
director said that he has written a
request to O.C. City Counc1 lmeml:.er
Jerry Moore, Jr . lo grcl11t ''ur1 ivcrsity
security and safety officials full
authority by the Di stric t gove rnment
to mo11 i tor student and faculty.'"
access a11d parking as wel l as the
general public .''.

•

Norwood

emphasized

that the

tack o f money is the major reason
n1ore spaces have not ~en provided .
Because th1! 60-75% federal subsidy

doe s 110 1 c over parkir1g space
there
1s the
parking fee , he
e xpla ined . Norwood says he is
schedulecl to meet with Owen
'N ichols, Vice Preside11t pf
•, Administrat ion, Tuesday , Sept . 9,
1975, to solicit funds for parking .
Except for the area between 4th
ari d 61h Sts . fr o m Bryant to

Fairmont Sts ., all other streets within
Howard's campus are public
proj>erty . Althou~ there are ''No
Parking'' signs on 6th St . ,
Metropolitan Police who have,
jurisdiction over pul:Mic streets
seldom write tickets for cars parked
on that street .
This is not true however. for cars
parked in the alley behind Howard
Manor between Fairmont and Girard
Sts. Norwood savs that he and the
•
Security and Safety Service will
support students in court, if ticketed
by Metro police, except in cases
where students were blocking
driveways , or were parked too close
to fireplugs or intersections.
Norwood sugge5ted that students
come in and register their names and
cars with his Traffic and Parking
Division . This, he says, will help him
identify the driver and owner of· cars
that have been ticketed or involved
in accidents .
The registration information will
be put in a computer to be retrieved
when the driver and owner of a car
needs to be C011tacted , Norwood
said. Students who register their cars
will be given red stickers identifying
them as Howard University students .
Norwood said if he l1ad control of
the area between 4th St . and Georgia
Ave. from W to Girard Sts ., he could
control who comes in and out of the
campus , which would help to cut
down on the robbery, vandal ism, and
(Cu111 ir1u t~ t..1 ( Ill Jl,1gl'
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Shown above ts the 5 -state region 1n the South which the Republic of
New Africa seeks as a sc µarate nation for African -Americans. This
weekend the VNA sponsors ''National Black Elections'' to assess their
support .

llNA To Hold Black
Elections

•

'

gover r1ment , hopes to take the plight
A referendum t o~ 3 .9 billion of o ppres sed Black people in
dollars in reparation from the America to the United Nations . Afotf
Federal Government, among other said that only when Blacks are a
issues, will be decided on Sept . 13-14 nation and riot a national minority
when Afrikan Americans go to the can they take their case to the U.N.
polls to cas t the ir ballots in the first and V'Ji n freedom .
RNA preside11t lmari Obadele , in
national elections ever held by a11d
a news r e lease ex plaining the
for Blacks.
The elections are be111g sponsored elections, said ''we must stress that
by the Republ ic of New Afr ika Blacks are not being asked to 'drop
{RNA), the Black Pr ovisional out' of the American system and not
gover11ment that was orgar1ized in use our political power in that
March , 1968. Voters will decide 011 system to our best adva11tage .''
''What we are saying is that we
two referendum issues as well as elect
both district and national off icers for n1us t add one more tool , one more
v-.oeapon , to the arsenal we use in our
the RNA .
The vote on the 3 .9 bill1or1 dofa r struggle for freedom, and that tool is ·
referendum will decide wheth'er mass support for our own Provisional
Blacks want the RNA government to Government ."
Most candidates agreed to run on
continue its struggle fo r reparation s
totaling that amount wh ich it feels a platform drawn up by several ANA
the United States governn1cnt owes ci t izens in January of this year that
Black people as payment for years of calls for, among other things, a new
forced lab .'.'l r during slavery .· ficjlt for freedom to i:nd oppression
According to the RNA., the 111oney , if and poverty ; a campa'igi to win
won, will be used to bu ild r1ew independence in Kush (western
communities and industry to be Mississippi and five Southern states);
a battle to free political prisoners and
owned collectively by Blacks.
The second referendum will ask improve the U.S. 'justice' system ;
Blacks to vote ''yes'' or ''no''. 011 the and people's institutions , owned by
question of
whett1er political the people, to promote economic
prisoners such as H. ''Rap'' Brown set f-re lia11ce and to aid the the
and the RNA-11 should be released . struggle for Black independence .
The District of Columbia has been
It will also deman~ that the bad
discharges given Black G .I .'s for divided into smaller districts for the
racial reasons be changed to electio11s and only O .C. residents will
be al:Me to vote for district officers.
honorable discharges .
Kwame K. Afoh , Coordinator for However , all Blacks 16 or over,
the O.C. Committee for Successful regardless of residence, car1 vote 1n
Black Elections, urged all Blacks who the national elections .
Voting booths will be set up ,,,
are 16 or over to particir1ate in the
elections . He said the vote ''will c hur c hes . clubs, centers, and
symbolize a new day for the Black super.markets arou11d the citv as well
nation . As a captive nation we are11't as at Howard University . To find out
represented by the U.S . government more about the elections 1nd the
1nd only whon we choos11 our own district in which vou vote call the
offici1l1 will Black pcoµlo t1avc 1>ur RNA l1tformation Cer1t+1r at
own represent1tlves 1no11king for us ." 544 - 9061 or 644 -40&2 . No
The RNA, as a 1lrnvisioii111 1>rc-rngist ratio11 is ncccssJry lO vote.
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Social act1v1st Dick Gregory
implicated the Federal Gover11ment
i11 political assassinati011s, behavio1
programmir1g, and local weather
modificatio11 during a. tl1ree hou r
address to a capacity crowd at
Cramto11 Auditoriun1 Wednesday
nicjlt . He proposed a practice of
humanism and a healthy lifestyl e to
those who want to survive the fall o f
'' this racist degenerate system ."

''universal force'' withi11 each perso~.
He explained this force in terms Of
the body's capacity to create infinite
numbers of cells and by the presence'
and functions of negative and
positive electrons.

I

A seminar 1of ''love and respect''
should be held for students at
Howard, he urged, therebv maki~
campus off-limits to certain things
(drug pushing, crime, etc.). Now, he
noted, students are programmed to
be envious of and conniving with
each other .

was
first
Gregory
speaker in the Liberal Arts Studer1t
Counc il sponsored 1 ' 'Pr oject
Awareness'' series .
Behavio1 1nodification was used
on Lynette Fromme. tl1e woma11
accused of th e atten1pt e d
assassi11ation o f P1esidcnt Ford arid
Oil the assassin of Mrs . Marti11 Lutl1cr
King. according to Gregory . lr1 the
case of Ms . Fr o mme , 1l1e
modification did 1101 work correctly ,
he conti11 L1ed .

Regarding Howard University :
Gregory told the audience of mostly
stL1cJents, ··vou have to say to this
so-call ed i11stitutior1 ... that (it) exists
lo satisfy yOllr needs; you dor1't exist
to satisfy its r1eeds ." He added that
tt1 e ur11vers1ty shotild ''s tart
cclt1cat1 r1g a11d sto11 ir1doctrinating''
and ''teach VOL• to live, r1ot to mak e a
livi 11g."

He charged that the assass111a t1ons
of forn1er Presider1t Johr1 Kenr1edy,
civil rights leader Mar1 ir1 Luther
King, ar1d the a tt e mpt e d
assassir1atio11 · of Presider1t Ford were
' 1) lan ' ned by a11 ur1 r1amecl
organi zatio11.

- - - -w
In a11 effort to insure job .;ecurity
and to improve working conditions,
the emp£oyees at WHUR have voted
to unionize. according to Kojo
Knamdi news editor at the station .
If negotiations with American
Federation of Television and Radio
Announcers {AFT RA) go as planned ,
unionization will ''help prevent the
exploitations of students," stated
Nnamdi . He explained that students
who sit in for full ·time employees
would be payed professional prices,
instead of part -time wages .
''Students should be allowed
access to the station and its
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The adm1r1istrat :ve 11owers 111 the
cou11 try are consar1tly programming
flCOple to believe that money and
e d t1cation are IJOwer . The most
powerful force, he said . is the

R Goes Union-

facilitie s," he added , and a union
c .m~ract A'ilt 11o f be a lt {1~\·e, l to s tand
111 \he way of this rigl1t .
The move to start r1egotiat1ons
with AFTRA, according to Nr1amdi ,
had been in consideration for about a
year and the deci si on · to beglr1
negotiatio11s was made by 1..1nan imous
vot.e dur ing the last week of August .
In explair1 ir1g the importance of
joining 1he L1nior1 , Nr1amdi stated
that AFT RA ''is !he Oflly vehicle that
has legal valicl1ty (that) the
Un ive r si ty will bargain with ."
AF.TRA will represe r1t it s men1bcrs i11
cases of disputes with the university .
In the past, employees who we re

fired had to appeal to the Un iversity
f0r <! hrr1ri1;,-; cind tl".u lJ11 ivers.ity
would deci de upo11 the employees
appe al .
Acco rding to AFTRA's policy, all
voices heard on tl1e air must belong
to union merpbers . ~~i however,
stated that this point has not been
agreed upon .
Job sccL1r1ty for workers, an
0L1tli11e of cori d itions for job
termination, ir1creased salari es, and
improved working co11ditions are
a1nong t l1e l:ier1efits er11µl oyees hope
will t>e secured tl11ougt1 AFTRA .
However , 1f negotations go as
1>lanned . AFTRA wilt represent its
1

Fraternities and sororities should
1lot subject anyone wishing to join
the organization to · degrading
activities, he went on to say. Instead
they should make pledgees
participate in constructive activities,
·:such as teaching people to read and
write." Gregory received a standing
ovation for his comment .
The noted author also revealed
phbtographs and other information
concerning alleged CIA. FBI, and
•J
...
'
general governmental involvement in
political assassinations, di'yg dealing,
and surveillance of private-<homes.

'

(Continued on p.ige 3)
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members a!ld an independent
arbitrator will be selected to settle
disputes between University and
WHUR union members .

Tom Jones, general manager at
WHUR and Andre Perry program
director, refused to corTiment on ttie
negotiations in order to· prevent
weakening I The management 's )
bargaining power.
While student interest 1s
purportedly being taken into
consideration during negotiations
with AFTRA, Nnamdi urged
students to become involved and
make sure that their demands are
heard.

''Anti-Busing'' Violen~e Continues
Wh ite rioters 1n the North and
South marred school's opening for
several hundred children, according
to press reports throughout the
week .
A federal court-ordered ban was
issued against disruptiv~ assembly in
Boston while National Guardsmen
had to be called to qu'~il disturbances
in downtown Louisville,, Kentucky .
The ban against ''noisy or
threatening'' conduct, and ''the
assembling of three or more persons' '

wit I b e eriforced whe11eve r a
disturbance occurs . U.S . Distric t
Court Judge Arthur Garrity , issued
that ban last Friday , September 5.
The ban in Boston will serve as a
supplement to plans being drawn up
by Mayor Kevin H. White on the
local level, and Governor Michael S.
Dukakis on the federal level .
They will authori ze the use of
1,550 local police o ff icers al o11g with
Federal marshalls , FBI age11ts . and
special 11rosecution teams to sile11ce
disturbances stemming from 1he
di scontent o I

demor1strators and outbreaks of
viol ence ir1 th e schools.
The grand dragon o f the Ku Klux
Klan for Ke11tucky, PhiUip Chopper,
w as a rr es t ed for third -degree
conspiracy. accor ding to a
Washington Post report . The Klan
met in tile so..1thern par t of Jefferson
County, where Loui svill e is located,
af ter tl1e arrest . No incidents
fol lowed tl1e arrest or the gathering.,
Nat ional Guardsmen along with
th e local pol ice in Louisville.
Ken tL1cky made 300 ·arrests last
Frid ay dl1ri 11g an anti -busing

demonstration involving an estimated
8,000 people . A ban by Mayor
Harvey Sloane against the possession
and use of two-way radios followed
reports of demonstrators using radios
to communicate with other
protestors. The U.S. District Court
Judge in the area declared another,
ban against assembly near schools•
and bus routes .
The local police did not offer any
explanation as to what prompted
Chopper's arrest. It is not ·certain if
the arrest is related to the recent
desegregation discontent .
•
~
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•
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UGSA Calls lor Unity
•

U.G .S. A . Coordinator Steve
Poston called upon student
government leaders to ''unite around
the is sues affecting students at
Howard at 2 ''Unity Meeting'' last
Monday .
Present at the meeting held in
Douglas Hall, were several
undergraduate school ·presidents and
other student representatives . All
seemed to agree with student
mobilization as a means of struggle
against tuition and fees increase, lack
of proper housing for new students
1
and t he qu_ality of cafeteria and
bookstore facilities .
Poston cited the need for students
to continue and intensify the actions
carried out last Ma., when studerits
rallied in mass demonstration against
tuition increase and the dismissal of
''controversial'' faculty members . He
also Pfesented an ayenda 1nd asked
student leaders to work bn a plan of
action for :
Tuition 1nd fees il'lcre1st; f1culty
tenure ; the need for a student center;
ltck of office lf*:I for studtnt
org1niz1tion; bookstore crowdedness
and ta•••: univertitv health Mrvice; •
24 hour library; tht mural on
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l 'k c Prcsidt.·111 t o r St11clt•11t A f lai(). , I/Ill Kt'f'llf, a11d U. G.S. A.
((JU1·/rfi11i1t01· .Stt'V(' /'1'"'I 0 11.
t.011, ,..1.,!J /S tu111

Cramto11 Audito1il1m and tile
reinstatement of College of Liberal
Arts Senior EJCamination .
The general consensus of thu
group was that 110 concessions shol1ld
be mlde with the administration that
were not i11 the best interest of the

.ictior1s 111L1st begir1 immediately .
He pro1>0sed to organize a nation·
wide liaison to pubticize '1 tudent
struggles · 01' Black college c1mpuH1
and to a11alyze tl1e future of Bleck
l11stitl1tioris which appe1rs to bt
ho11ol11g 1r1 the balance .

Observers noted the Unity that
was exercised through out the· course
of the meeting , as student
representatives worked together on
new ideal~ and strategies. Asked how
he felt about the outcome of the
meeting LASC President Luther
Brown-fesponded, ''This meeting has
produced something that has long
been needed, serious com mi tment
and initiative." Commenting on
Poston 's call for Unity. Cassandra
Wi mbs, Vice· President of Graduate
Student Council stated, ''I t hink that
students have gained foresiW'lt,
direction, and maturity. There were
no egotisticll elements tonight
because every body built on etch
othen' ideals. I can only tell you th1t
graduate student1 lf't concerned , but;
due to their dem.-.d ing life stvln are
unable to actively P1rticiP1t• ·in
menv of the ectivitttl."
When Poston w 11 lllctd to n1111
the future of studen t activism for the
coming vear, he ,.pt ltd ''Howard

shell wit""' 1 new 11'1 of 1tudlnt
1trugglft. Student• now undent.,d
the true n1tur1 of our m tlllon • 1 ,
pursuit of ecademlc, IOClal, to0n0mtc
end pallt lcel lr11dom, • flvht t o .....

Blectc 1Chool1."

'
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eye on alrika
1975 Howard
University Facts

R.f.k. Football
J GENERAL ADMISSION-$4.00

Affiliations-Mid-Eastern
Conference, National

Collegiate Athletic Association
Nickname-The ''Bison''

Mascot-''Big Blue''
Stadium - Rob~rt

F.

Kennedy

Memorial, 56,000

Band-140 Soul Steppers
Campus Telephone Exchange~202)
636-6100

•

Enrollment -Approximately
Founded-March 2, 1867
Colors-Blue and White

Practice

Field -Howard

10,000

Stadium

(campus)

College Entrance
Tests
''Attention fr'eshmen'' - College
Entrance Examination Board ·
Achievement Tests in english and
matl1ematie5 · Freshmen who have

110! taken· the CEEB Ad'ltevement
Test and missed the tests on August
25 MUST take' these tests in order to

register for

S~mester

the Spi'ing

1976.
DATE : Saturday, September 13,
1975
TIME : 8:30 a.m .
PLACE: College c.f Medicine,
Room 1008, 520 ''W'' Street, N.W.
Present your photo ID card at the
door . tf there are any questions,
please call the Office of Admissions.
(Phone : 636-62001
•

•

Life in Socialist
China
Sponsored by

February first

Movement with Ah'a · Thomas, f:-vho
recently returned from a 6-week tour
of the People's Republic of China,

and a slide show . Will be held
Wednesday, Sept . 17 at 7:00 p.m . at
All Soul's Cl1urch (16th

N .W.) . Donation :
$1 .50 . This is

&

Harvard ,

$1 .SO; Dinner :
An AFRICAN

WORLD Fundraiser event.

Grad Students:
Human Ecology
Attention All Graduate Students
in Human Ecology!

There

.

wi 11. be an· important

VISITING STUDENTS-$3.00
Howard University students will
be . admitted FREE upon
presentation of current certificaie of
registration and l.D . (except for the
Morgan-Howard football game.)
Howard students are to enter
through GATE A only . It is
suggested that persons entering
GATE A park in LOT 8 .
Sections 107 and 108 will be
reserved for the Howard University
Marching Band and the Soul Squad.
Persons with Season
Complimentary passes, Conference
passes, single game Complimentary
tickets are to enter the Press Gate
located at the left side of the main
entrance .
Persons using "s pecial Promotion
tickets will enter thru Gate A only .
Gate A, Gate F and the main gate
are the only gates that will be open .
Howard University's bench will be
located on the Redskin's side of the
field.
Team and band buses will use
parking lot 5, other buses use parking
lot 3.
For those who did not purchase
season tickets, individual game
tickets may be purchased at Cramton
Auditorium, Ticketron outlets, the
Cashiers office or the Box office at
R.F .K. Stadium.
The Press will use Gate A lobby
entrance.
The Stadium will be open at
12:00 noon for 1 :30 p.m . games and
6 :30 p .m. for 8 :00 p.m. games .

Grad Student
Council Info
Attention All Graduate Students!
The deadline for submitting the
names of your departmental
representative to the Graduate
Student Council was Sept. 9, 1975.
If you have not already submitted
these names please do so
immediately to The Graduate
Student Council Office, No . 303
Howard Hall, Campus . ~.1ail, in
writing . The department
representative delegates are needed
to elect the Executive Officers of the
.Graduate Student Congress for
Academic Year'75 .

meeting of the Graduate Council of

Human Ecology Students on Friday,
September 12, 1975 in the Seminar
Room from 4 :30 p.m . to 5:30 p.m.
Please be there .

Homecoming
Committee
All persons interested in working
w11h the Queen's Co'ionation please
contact the_ Homecoming Office
located in the office bf Student Life ,
or phone Chairmen, Angela L.
Bridges and Darice R. Whyte at
636-7000.

Afrikan P.O.W.s

'

Scholarship

lnfor111ation

Location -Washington, O.C. 20059
President-Or . Jpmes E. Cheek
Athletic
Athletic

AKA's Give Book

The Second Solidarity Day for
Afrikan Prisoners of War (Black
political prisoners) will be observed
locally on the anniversary of the
Attica Massacre, September 13,
1975 . The D.C. Solidarity Day
Organiz ing Committee will sponsor a
forum and workshop centered
around orgar1izing against the illegal
imprisonmer1t of Black freedom
figh t ers at All Souls Ctiurch
beginning at 10 a.m ., and a rally will
be held at Malcolm X Park at 5 p .m.
The total community is urged to
particil)ate .
For further information please
call 737 ·2600 or 629 -7032

UJAMAA
UJAMAA invites all to a
welcoming concert Friday ,
September 12, 1975 at Cram ton
Auditorium , featuring '' Eddie
Kendricks, the Soul Searchers and
the Fir~t Command ." There will be
two shows. 8 :30 P.M., admission for
Howard University Students will be
$4 .50 and 11 :30 P.M. admission for
Howard University Students $5.50.
Make sure you come and meet
''Eddie Kendricks Friday at 3 :30
P . M . 1n front of Cramton
Auditorium.

WHUR
There are' still opening left for
students to ·'w ork at WHUR ·FM in
the News , Public Affairs, Public
Service, Music and Production
Departments. To enroll pick up an
application form at WHUR or from
Mr. Dick Beverley, Radio and
Broadcast Management Department,
School of Communications . For
further information contact Dick
Beverley or Milton Allen at
265-9494 .
The deadline 1s Tuesday,
September 16th.
(202) 636·6868

Ademar Martin , a senior liberal
arts student from .Ocala, Florida, was
chosen as Alpha{ Chapter's book
scholarship recipient . At the end of
last semester, students were asked to
submit an essay on ''The Role of
Students 1n Black , Economic
Development ." Ademar stressed
''improving and utilizing keen
intellectual powers as instruments for
diange ." In his six page essay , he
tells students to ''create a scheme of
systematizing communicatioi1 by
standarizing Black linguistics ."
.
The name of the scholarship ts the
'' Beulah E . Burke Book
Scholarship." Miss Burke was a
founder of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., a11d co11tributed mucl1
to the growth of this, the oldest and
largest Black sorority. Alpha Kap1la
Alpha, founded in 1908, was the first
greek letter organizatio11 fou11<kld 011
the Howard U11ivcrsity campus . .
Numerous women in this
organization are leadi11g the way to
Black achievement . Sarne of these
outstanding women are :
Congresswomen Yvonne B. Burke ,
Coretta Scott King, C. Delores
Tucker, Marian Anderson, Ella
Fitzgerald, Judge ConstatlCe Motley .
Esther Pollard (Board of Trustees ,
Howard University) and Carol
Randolph , WTOP .

H.U. Film Society
Howard University Filn1 Society!
Mak es Films! Shows Films!
Tutors in Films!
lnterestecl? Come Friday to the
School of Co1nmur1ications, Studio A
at 4 :30 P.M. and get ar1 eye full!

Teaching and
Training Session
TNT is a grou1> cliscussion 0 11
Bible related topics , sucl1 as , ''The
Doctrine of God'': ''The Person a11d
Work of JesllS Christ'' : ''The Holy
Spirit'' . This Mor1day September 15,
1975, at 8 :00 p.m . there will be a
discussion 011 THE BIBLE . Ouestio11s
like: How Did the Bible co111e into
being?, and How is the Bil>le (wl1ic:h
was writte11 by me11) the 1ns11ired
Word of GodJ ; will l>e thf~ focus o f
the discussio11 . 111 addition we view a
film stri11 011 '' How we got our
Bible' '. TNT will be held i11 Thur1nar1
Lounge located i11 the lower level of
Rankin Chapel . !Use tl1e 6th Street
entrance) . TNT 1s spo11sored by the
Howard U11ivers i ty Christ1a11
Fellowsl1ip-lgbin10 Ot1to.

Fashion Shows
HOMECOMING .FASHION SHOW
The Homecoming Fashion Show
Auditions will be held Se11teml:>er 9
& 11 at the School of E11g1neer111g
auditorium between 5 and 8 p .m.
Male and female models are needed .
For further information, cor1 tact
either : Rand Oliver 636-6920 or
David Smith 636-7000.
AK A FASHION SHOW
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority , l11c. .,
Alpha Chapter Presents its An11ual
FASHION SHOW, Sunday
September 14, 1975 at the Fi11e Arts
Building, 2 :00 P.M. Music by the
''BURG'' .
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Sudan
An atten1pt was made last
weekend to overthrow the
go11ernn1e11t of President Jaffar El
Nimieri i11 Sudan . The short -lived
coup was alledgedly led by Lt . Col .
Hassan Hussein Osman who ,was
seriously wounded ir1 tile figl11ing .
In a broadcast shortly before loyal
trooi:>s recaptured the state radio
station , Col. Osman accused the
Ni1nieri governme11t of ''suffocating
struggl ers agai11st imperialism," and
demanded freedom for the press, the
judiciary a11d the university, as well
as the dissolution of the Nimicri
90verr1me11t .

••
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Zambian President, Dr. Kenneth
Kaunda has refuted allegations that
Tanzania plans to quit the East
Libya has annexed a part of Afr ican Community (EAC). The
northern Chad in order to get at the allegation was made recently by
uranium it believes to be there, Kenya which is also a member of the
according to a report in a British Community.
paper. The area in question reaches
Commenting on his own country.
60 miles into Chad. The Libyan Pr esident Kaunda mentioned an
government immediately denied the effort aimed at introducing a
charge.
comp ulsory savings scheme to
According to the SUNDAY combat the inflationary tendencies
TIMES of Lbndon , Chad had agreed of recent large wage awards to
to the annexation last November, in government employees, the armed
return for a Libyan pledge to stop services and mine workers.
aiding a Chad guerrilla group called
FROLINAT with arms and money .

Libya/Chad

Tan.lania

Angola
The Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA) issued
a communique Monday night stating
that the situation in Angola was
unchanged although there had been
exchanges of artillery fire with rival
National Front for the Liberation of
Angola (FNLA) forces in the Caxito
region and at the mouth j of the
Oande River . some 40 m iles north of
the capital, Luanda .
Meanwhile, foreigners resident in
Anpa are still being evacuated.
In other news, Zaire this week
offered to take in as many as
400,000 Portuguese refugees from
Angola who would be allowed to
''work and live normally in 'Zaire
until the situation in Angola becomes
normal ."
The offer was made in a speech by
Zaire's Foreign Minister, Mandungu
Bula Nyati , at the UN General
Assembly on economic cooperation .
The head of FLNA, Holden Roberto
1s the brother-in-law of Zaire's
President Mo.butu Sekou.

The Amer ic a11 Marketing
Associa t1011 will hold a n1eeting on
Mo11day , Septe mber 15, 1975 at 5
µ1n 11romptly . lr1 Roo111 G9, Student
Cour1cil Office, School of Busirress.
All 11ew and old members are urged
to attend as o fficers for the 1975-76
year will be e lected.

The Men of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity and the Women of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority proudly
present :
''The Beginning of a Beautiful
Memory,"
A Cabaret honoring the Freshman
Class Friday, September 12, 1975 at
Northwest Gardens, 128 Kennedy
St., N.W.
Time : 11 :00 p.m. to 3 :00 a.m.
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All women interested in running
for ''Miss Howard University'' can
pick up applications in the Office of
Student Life Monday -Wednesday
(Sept . 15-17) . Applications must be
returned no later than 5:00 pm
Friday Sept . 19.
/

* OCA Reeo1•ds

. ,..
,. 8225 Georgia Ave.
! SUver Spring, Md.

....
..

*
!
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Arrangers

MONEY SAVING OFFER
•

transferable moal ticket that may be used in
Univenity Dining Hall, Meridian Dining Hall or
Univenity Snack Bar,

:

THOUSANDS HAVE

•

:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sap Food Service announcits the sale of a

lllM.EBDS!•
•
RAISEO THEIR SCORES
•
•
Call :
•
244-3010
•

' it

*
Reeord. Producers
!
..*
Choreographers
Singers
:
. ..

:

•

..
..

t

•

:

*
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*....
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Song Writers

•

M - F*

.
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Attention Ho-d Univenity Community ...

MM.f·llCIS 101
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The military governor of Nigeria's
North Western State this week
retired eleven
senior officials
•
• of his
gave rnment, including permanent
secretaries. This brings to two
hundred, the number of senior
Nigerian civil servants and employees
of state-owned companies who have
been retired or dismissed since the
change of government last July.
Government spokesmen say the
purge is designed to curb
malpractices and to improve
efficiency in the civil service .

•

1111swd lts'°ns

)

Nigeria

t***************************************
! Inte1ested? "°
l'-ntaet~.:
Phone 585·7200 !
*
!
12 noon to 6:30 pm,..

lessons lftd !Of wst •
ol supp1tmtnt1f)' •

..

President Julius Nyerers is back in
Dar·Es -Salaam after an eigt1t day visit
to Mozambique . President Nyerere
was the first African head of state to
make an official visit to the former
Portuguese colony since it became
independent last .lune .
The president's visit indicated a
new commitment b.Y t..he
governments of Tanzania and
Mozambique to expand their close
'
ideological
ties to include trade,
industrial and agricultural
•
development .

Freshmen Cabaret

Cou1sest111111t •
cons11ntly upUttd •
1n-1 ol Cllll

reaching

The Executive Committee of the
African National Council IANCI is to
meet later this month to find a
sofution to its curre11t leadership
c~isis. The ANC is the umbrella
African nationalist group fighting for
black majority rule in Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia) .
In a statement issued earlier this
week, the: Executive Con1mittee of
the ANC trticiz@d the formation in
Zambia last week of an external ANC
'
wing called the Zi1T1l>abwe Liberation
Cou11cil (ZLCl .
The ZLC is led by Mr . Ndabiningi
Sithole who faces arrest by the illegal
la11 Sm ith regime if he returns to
Zi1nb<lbwe . The ANC, it will be
recalled , rece11tly held al>ortive talks
with the Smith regime at Victoria
Falls.

....
.• There!§a •••
~··

DAT :~~::::, :

4 ... ,. $1.00

{Rhodesia)

*!
**
!
*

• .... I

Uncla1mfied Ad Section

Zimbabwe

!

O

The New Hilltop
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* * *

Ho11ors Program students who
have not reported their curre11t loca:
addresses for fall semester '75 are
requested to stop by the Honors
Program office, 322 Locke Hal I, as

i

Zambia

•

•

Pul'CNM price is $10.00 but purchase value is
$11.00.
•

You gn an $11.00 ticket or purchasing po- for a
ten-doll• bill .

This ticket may be purchar 1 d at the Univenity
Snack e.. in Cook Hall fir from the Food Service
Office in frRier Hall.
Ttcket Pliic11· 110.00. 112.00 6 115.00. Ttcketl Aw ''·H1
a toua 1 , .... 131 71&0. After & p.m. ne osn

•

•

•
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Parklll8--------·continucd
rape on campus. 1f he had control of
such streets as Girard, Norwood said
he would Uke down ''No Parking''
siWlS and make streets one.way
. instead of two-way, with parking on
only one side of the street.
Norwood recommended that
5tu~ent1 who have parked on
un versity-owned streets bring in
tick u received from Metropolitan
Police Immediately, rather than hold
them . Norwood 11id th1t metro
police had lgl'nd to ca11H1s office to

0"8•17
Continued from P•ae 1
Le9l~1tlon h11 to come out oi the
Joanne Llttle trial, he wld. "'That
trl1I ctn only bt considered 1 victory
whtn every man or woman In prltons
1n d men t 11 ln1t ltutlon1 ...vlol1ted
191lnst their Wiii 11 proticted by
l1w .''
.
To anyone interested in exposing
illegal acts by the CIA, he suggested 1
f11t from 6:00 p.m. Friday to 6 :00
p .m . on Saturday , He said thoughts
between those times should be
directed · toward accomplishing the
objective .

from page 1 -

request permission to t icket any Cilr
parked on university-owned streets.
However, metro pol ice have been
known to write tickets without first
makin9 the request, Norwood added .
On the other hand, Security
P1tr~ officers are authorized to
,write tickets immediately , Norwood
continued.
Norwood s1id th1t when he
tiec.me security director in July of
1975, there were no parking spaces
av1il1ble apecifically for students. '
Now, he 11id, there ire thrue 1tl1dent
f)lrking lots , one f1cin9 thtt front of
Bethune Hall, onu at 4th and Harvard

Sts. in back of Drow Hall, and
1nother at 6th and W Sts . across the

1troet from the Medical School.
Students may J)ffrk da ily 011 the
6th and W St . lot witl1 I couJJOn
equ1I to 40 cents . Co11pons may be
obtained in 1t1(l cashier'• .o ff ice i11 the
Administration Building ekpla ined
Norwood .
Currently there are 292 student
parking spaces, 272 of which have
already been assigned . The other 20
spaces will go to students on the
130-pet$0nS waiting list .

•

Attica:
4Yean
Later

l'rlgr 3

,,,

~-----

•

by Darryl Gaitwood
Supporters and sympathizers w ilt
end a week of commemoration
tomorrow noting the f ou rth
anniversary of the Attica riso11
uprising and massacre of 43 person .
In New York, New Jersey , and
around the country, peopl e
commemorated the sad event w ith
demo11strations , educational
seminars , film showings and other
public actions .

r

,

'
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'
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NnnAnaly•I• ·
At the present , 35 survivors of the
massacre still face trial stemmir1g
from 62 indictments level ed against
them by the state of New York . As
of now, two defendants have already
bee11 convicted , with subsequent
longer sentences .

'

-

••
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Last vear's award winnint debate team finch itself ''1111 d'' by inM11quate fiMncial support hom the uni..nitv.

•

Photo by Dirryl G.itwood

For his alleged involvement i11 the
ki lling of William Quinn , John Hil l
received 20 years to life sentence .
Joe Perna si li ce received three
additio11al years in 11rison. Attor11cy
William Ku11stler described the case
as ''completely fabricat ed and an
example of selective prosecution ."
Recently Vernon LaFra11c1ue was
cleared 1n court on n charge of
Promatir1g prison contrahanrt .

Elected Olllelal• Outline Issues
•

.

lly Titil.1yo Horne

Howurd 's corporat11 ties , student
grievances, and academic freedom
wil l lwt this year's rallying points,
sta ted eloctori $tudo11t officials at 11
1>re1s co11furenco last F1id1y in the
O ld Trusten Oi11i110 Room .
Luthe r Brown, 11resitkin 1 of the
L1ber11l A rts Studo11t Cou11cil which
called t he gathering, stated that
''s 1 ~1dcnt act1visn1 is on 1hc rise," and
l 1ryod studtJnts t o unite in a struggle
tllat is tho1r1.
' 'Our occad11mlc freedum is . in
l lU llS t 1011 , ' ' s1ut ud Undt1rgraduute
S 1 u de11 t Association Courdin1tor
Sie ve Posto11 . ''Corporations have
IJUI us bac k on tl1e plantation .

AcQu ittals have OOen W()n in o t her
cases and many ind ictn1eri 1s huvo
beer1 drop1>ecJ tor' lal:k uf ovt<le11co .
Amtltli1Y for thu particlpa1, ts in the
up1 islng w as a demar1tl the n , and fol1r
yoars later st ill remalns A pr lncl11n l
Issue .
In a11 off o r I lo cl11t11 the stntc ancl
to shill 11c ga1ive publ ic rcact iuri to
the prisoners , NeJ ,on Rock eft1ller or1d
company (i .e .. the Attorney Ger1cral
and 11r o st1 c ut ior1 staft), Sf!e r11
determined to continue trumping ll Jl
c harge s and hara ssing anyo11c
re motely i11vo lved in the Se1Jtembc1
9, 1971 Attica occurancc .

They are not longe r concerned
wtth ir1d1rec1 control of education .
T h ey're building their own
ir1s t itlJti o ns." he said, ci ting instances

where comP1n1es like Xerox ind Beli
& HO\Wll have 1llevedly 1nnounced
such pl1n1. Stating that corporate
interests at Howard ''have t1ken seige
of the University," he 11id, ''not only
nro ae1demlc lreedom1 in Qu11tlon
but they (corpor1tlon1) dictate ind
control our direction 1nd iCtlon. ''
Potton 11ld the newly formed
Committee for Co11cerned Students
will rally around issues like the mur1I
chanQO which h"o says represents 1n
effor l 10 turn from the struggle ot

.. Students should ·come out In the

the 60s.

1tudt11t orglf"llzatlons lhould form a
liaison for . dealing with 1tudents'

Issues such a1 tu ition lncrt1 1'4!1,
faculty tirings a11d t1111ure, cafeteri1
and bookstore taxes, longer library
hours, and the qu1llty of htalth care
were among the UGSA's lo.ng ll1t of
concerns .
Poston urged students to '' keep
the spring semester alive ." ''That's
when w e protes_ted ," he said .

be;lnnln9 of the year .,,d pick1t the
cafeteria, Foundln llbr1rv. the

Office of Student Lift, the Medical
School, the L1w School, the Pounch
Out (old student center! ond ond ony
ar11 i n which
problems.

1tudent1

h1Vt

Miko 01vl1, the Admlnl1tr1tlv1
A11lst1nt to tkl How1rd Unlver1lty

SI udent A11ocl1tlon I HUSAI
president urg1d th1t In order to
prevont 1 dupllc1tlon of 1ffon1,
r1W.t1.
According to Bill KHnt, the
E xe.c utive As1i1tent to tthe Vice
Pre1ident of Student Affairs, ''The
Administr1tion 1Nelcome1 I strong
student government ." Ht uid, ''We
are all ' here for the same
reason ... th11's to serve our people .

•

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

•

JAWS IN 41 MINUTES
At That Speed, The 309 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Uvirig Blood, You Might Say.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people ha ve
done it. People who have different jobs. different IQs ,
different interests, different educations have completed the
course. Our graduates are people from a ll walks of life .
These people have all taken a course developed by Evely n
Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least
tripled their reading speed with equal or better co mprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them - even
the slowest- nov.· read an average novel in less than two
hours. They read a n entire issue of Time or Newsv..'eek in
35 minutes. They don't skip or s kim . They read eve ry "'Ord .
They use no ·machines. Instead. they let the materia l
they're reading determine ho"' fas t they read .

•

And mark this well : they actually understand more, re·
member more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly .
That's right! They understand mor~. They remember more.
They enjoy more. You can do the same thing-the place to
learn more about it is at a free speed reading le880n.

.·

This is the sa 1ne course President Kennedy had his Joint
Ch iefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Con·
gressme n have taken.
Come to a Mini · Lesson and find out. It is free to you and
you will leave with a better understanding of why it works .
Plan to atte nd a free Mini-Lesson and learn that it is
possible to read 3. 4.5 times faster, with comparable
comprehension.

•
•

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS
DATE

TIME

3 pm
Sun
SeoI 14 &
8 pm.

3 pm
Sun
&
Seo I 14
8 pm
•

Sun

3 pm

Sept. 14

&
8 pm

LOCATION
Statler Hlllon Hotel
16tn & K Streets . N W
Wasninoton

Sep! 15

•

Mon
Sep! 15

5· ~

•

8 pm

5 30 pm Howard Johnson s-Alexand rta

Sept 15

&
8 pm

Tues

& Development Command
Get(ler Hall (AWS)
Quantico
pm Ramiitda Inn - Lanham

Bettway Exit JOE & Route 450
New Carrolnon/ Lanham

U S Route 1 Souftl & Beltway
Alexandria

5 30 pm Ramada Inn- Bethesda
8400 Wisconsin Aven ue
Sept 15
&

Marrt0n Key Bridge Hotel
Rosslyn - Key Br idge
Ar11no ton

5·30 pm Marine Corps Education
8 pm

Mon

Mon

•

Mon

TIME

Oualtty t,totel- COllege Park
7200 Baltimore Blvd (Al 1)
Collf!CJ" Park

12 noon Holiday Inn-Catholic Un1vers11y
Mon .
Michigan Ave at •Monroe , N E
Sept 15
Washington
3 pm

LOCATION

DAT£

8 pm

TIME

Wed
Sept 17

5:30 pm Holiday lnn-SUvtr Spr ing
8777 Georgia Avel'W.le
&
8 pm

Wed .
Sept . 17

Bethesda

'

Silver Spring

5 Xl pm Hampshire Motor Inn
&
8 pm

74\1 New H1mpsh1re Aver1ue
Langley Park

Sep! 16

12 noon Holtday 1nn-CalhOl1c Un1vers1ty
Michigan Ave. at Monroe. NE~
&
Washington
3 pm

5 30 pm Holiday lnn-Tyson·s COrner
Wed .
1960 Chain Bndge Road (RI 123)
Sept 17
&
McLean/Tyson ·s Corner
8 pm

Tues

5.30 pm Mar riott Key Br idge Hotel

5:30 pm Lake Anne Community Center•
Thurs .
Res ton
Sept. 18
&
8 pm

Sepl 16

•

8 pm
Tues
Sep I 16

5 30 pm Holiday Inn -Gaithers burg

•
8

pm

Tues .
Sept 16

Rosslyn - Key Bridge
Arl1noton

Monlgomery V1llaf,1e Avenue
Ga11t1ersbu1g .

5·30 pm Statler· H1lton Hotel
&

8 pm

16th & K Streets . N W
Washington

PHONE: 347-4567

•

•
'

5:30 pm Prtnce Georges Ouaiity Motel
Thurs.
3714 Branch Avenue (Rt. 5)
Sep! . 18
&
Hifk:rest Hetghts
8 pm
Thurs.

5:30 pm Ramada Inn-Bethesda

Sept 18

&
8 pm

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
'

LOCATIOll

OATE

8400 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda

•

••
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It's Us, Not Bus

litde over 10 ve•s ago.

El Haii Malik El ht.zz, bnt

.Boston. Louisville. Today these words create imaacs
of violent, white, "anti-busing" mobs. Some wonder,
why all the uproar over the busing of school children,
when students have been taking buses to schools for
decades?
To borrow a phrase from Jesse Jackson, "the issue is
not the bus, it's us!" The whites in Boston, Louisville,
or in Anytown; USA who attack and burn buses, are
symbolically and psychologically lynching Black folks.
The dichotomy is that while Black people arc generally united in wanting a "quality" education for our
youth, Blacks arc divided over the means towards
achieving that goal.
The frame of reference of those Blacks who struggled
to get the historic 1954 school desegregation decision,
is _understandable. Racism continues to prevent an adequate amount of funds to be dispersed to many predominantly Black public schools. Thus many of those
Blacks feel that if they send their children to white
schools with better facilities, their chi)dren will get a
better education .
Unfortunately, this frame of reference is one that still
suffers from the "minority" complex and the colonized
mentality that Blacks cannot properly educate Blacks.
As long .is 11.tcks .tllow whites to mis-educ.tie
Bl.ick children .ti white schools or even in whiteoriented school systems, we will continue to be .t
confused .ind dependent people.
Black people arc not a "minority." We arc, in fact,
part of the world's majority of people of color . Every
people of dignity takes the responsibility for educating
its own youth . African-Americans must accept this
duty.
In 1975 we should not expend our energies struggling to get into "their'" schools. We must have our
own . If anything, those Blacks in conflict-torn cities
should be struggling to get the funds to upgrade and /or

Much of Black America and the
world ~ has watched the recent
development of the Nation of Islam
uiider the Honorable Wallace
Muhammad with amazement and/or
disappointment . Some view his
decision to allow whites or any other
race to 1·oin, as a setback to Black
ationalism.
If we take an analytical and
mewhat historical look at The
ation. however, recent and even
uture changes won't seem too

cated in the bookstore, they are ·over·priced . As a result
of this situation students are forced to run al I over

Washington. Maryland and Virginia in an effort to locate books.
Where docs the fault lie? The bookstore will not take
full responsibility for the lack of books . They claim
that some instructors actually expect them to have the
books for their classes when they ordered th~ books
late. As expected, the instructors disclaim any responsibility for this miscarriage of justice. The instructors
claim that they gave the bookstor~ ample time to acquire the books. Howcvc1, caught in the middle of this
needless situation arc the students. The students arc the
• ones who must pay the unreasonable prices, who must
travel all over town for the books that have not been in
the bookstore, who must go into class unprepared .
We think the bookstore could and must do a better
job in purchasing books for Howard students. We will
not tolerate Howard student matriculation through this
university without having the proper books at their disposal for their real task ahead . Those high prices must
come down~Thcrc are ways to offset the price of books.
We believe that those instructors who order their books·
late should not be teaching at Howard University because Howard's task is too great for those instructors

not to have adequately prepared their students for their
classes. We are fully cognizant that every l:>ook cannot
possibly be in the· bookstore, but the present situation is
ridiculous.

the chapter entitled ''Out," Malcolm
wrote; ''I felt that w.. lc:e
Mr.
Muhamn'\Ml's most strongly apirituel
son, the son with the mOlt objective
outlook. Always, Wallace ond I hod
sh•ed an exceptional closeness and
trust."
In the chapter entitled ''Mecca''
when Malcom begwl disoasing his
pilgrimage to lstam's holy city, he
wrote that Walke agreed with him
that ••a Muslim should seek to le1rn
...11 th at he couId M>out I sl.m. I had
..
~•
..__.,. a h ..., opinion
·
..
ways ,_,
o f W• 1•---.e
Muhammad's opinion."'
Later in the same chapter,
Ma Ico1 m t old h ow he wrote le tters to
those close to him, after he had been
to Mecca and while he was still in
r"-··d·
A ra"'a
"' . One o f th ose persons
~ 1
-~
was WaII ace Muham11-...
Malcolm said of him then that
wa11 ace ''had expreued to me h 1s'
· ·
conv1ct1on
t hat the on 1v poss.·ble
salvation for the Nation of Islam

Muhammad, Wallace sided with

1.,.

of

Islam

by

Elijah

M1lcolm and left also. After
Malcom's 11sauin1tion, Wallace then
returned to his father, hence his
"prodi-1
-.
- son•• i ··~
OK, So Malcolm recorded that
Wallce was seying these things over
10 Y••S ~. and today, a Supreme
Minister. he is now implementing
them. If you've noticed Muhammad
Speaks lately, you'w seen how
Wallace Muhammad has been
teaching his f~lowers to study and
follow more closely the ways of
Islam as practiced by Muslims
throu.,out the world.
He is now ''reinterpreting'' some
of the teaching5 of his father, and is
gradually leading The Nation into a
posture whereby it will gain
increased international respect in the
religious, economic and diplomatic
arenas.
So, don't be surprised if in the
near future Wallace restores the

tor

Sizemore Supporter
To the Editor :
Attef!ding the public hearings
associated with the 17 cl1arges
brou~t by the D.C . Board of
Edu cation against Superintendent
Barbara Sizemore, can be both
humorous at1d frustrating. The daily·
ritual brings into focUs many of the
tragic elements that reflect the
disintegration of tl1e publi c
education system, especially from
tile point of view of demonstrated
1>rofessional compete11cc and civic
leadershjp .
Firstly, the dismissal charges .
which were brought by tt1e Board
before Administrative Law Judge
Benn for judicial review, were
dismissed Oil the basis of procedural
irregularities . Judge Benn declared
the hearings to be improperly
constituted. The Board subsequently
rectified their actions as a Committee
of the Whole, and meeting .. as the
Board'' set in motion the proper
procedures. r1ecessary for lhe
execution of the present hearings
before Judge Herbert Reid, Jr .
Mrs _ Bettie Benjamin, an attorrley.
and a member of the Board, advised
the Board t/1at they had been
Jlfoceeding improperly from a legal
point of view at Board meetings i11
May and June. and that the maiority
of the Boafd had been disregarding
its own rules and procedures . One
wo11ders. whether the seven.fTlan
majority of the Board and es1>ecially
the Chairman and Vi ce Chairman,
consulted legal advice outiide of lhe
Corporation Counsel about the
procedural questio11s. c.r whether
their political judgments were made
abstractly without any serious
researdl or consultation on the
matter . I raise this question because
the Board has a political and
administrative responsibility to the
lar~r comtt1u11ity bull1 as 111 elected
body and as a decision making organ
of the school system . It is absotutely

necessary tor policy makers to realize
that they accumulate managerial or
administr·ative responsibility even
though the execution of their
decisions must be carried out by
others.
The problem, which we have here,
is that the Board has failed to
pJovide effective leadership to the
entire system in the way tl1a1 it has
handled the Sizemore affair, and the
judgment of Judge Been reflected
this sentiment.
The second tragic offair, from the
point of view of leadership in the
legal and general community, has
been the way in which Mr
Washington h.n been handling the
ectsP . Each day, we recogi1ize ctn
attorney mumbling, fumbling and
jumbling his way lhrough the
adversary process. It has often
disturbed both Judge Benn and
Judye Reid even at the elemental
levels of irritation and
embarrassment. Mr. Washington has
not prepared his brief properly to
date, and as a result he shuffles back
and forth betwee11 the
•
Administrative law Judge, the
Defense Attorney for Mrs . Sizemore,
Mr . Delong Harris, the witness
stand, and the court recorder, in a
rather comical fashion . Sometimes,
you get the effect that~ Mr .
Washingtot1 is paging Tv.eedle Dee
and Tweedle Oum DUMB . Are
Corporatio11 Counsels usually
mediocre bureaucrats without the
tenacity, fierceness or mental agility
of prosecuting attorneys or defense
lawyers ? Perhaps, Mr. Washington
did not carefully observe Prosecuting
Attorney Silbert · in , the recent
Watergate trials.
Acklyn R_Lyncl1
,
Ward 4
Washington, 0.C .

Mix-up

Straightened Out

Who is

Earl Ferguson?
1. He is the Nat~onal Advisory t

he Board of Christian Education fo
he United Presbytarian 0.urch .
2. Board of Directors of the
District of Columbia Anti -Cri
":ommission.
3 . Di s trict of Columbic
Supervisory Board.
4 . A member of the NAACP .
5 . A member of the Omega Psi Phi
raternity .
6 . The organizer of Voter
Registration .
7. Chairman, of the War on
Hunger sponsored by the Alpha
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi fraternity .
8. Student body President of
Howa'rd University Student
Association .
9. Fourth year Hd1lors student,
majoring in Zoology .
10. Senior member of Martin
Luther King Jr . Debating Society an
holds numerous awards .
11 . He is the two-time holder o
the Most Valuable Player Aw•rd o
the Howard University golf team .

from the Nation of lslwn. Two
reasons. One. despite the efforts of
Elijah to isolate Malcolm.
particularty from the newspeper that
Malcolm started (Muhammad
Speaks), Brother Malcolm .is loved
and r.!spected throughout Black
America, and the world, for thlt:
matter .
Two, Brother Malcolm was
chastised by Elijah, in part, for
urging that The Nation go where
Wallace is now taking itt I say
in ,nrt because I'm sure there are
reasons 1.#lknown to most of us, for
Malcolm's split .
In any case, I'm sure also that
many Blacks will rejoice when and if
The Nation gives Malcolm his due
honor . I personally feel it was the
C . l . A . who was behind his
as5assination (see ' ''The Man \Nho
Cried I Am" by John A. Williams),
but all evidence surrounding the case
has not been revealed . The case
should be reopened .
In closing, I leave you with the
thought, expressed beautifully and
musically by Brother Pharoah
Sanders, that indeed, ''The Creator
Has A Master Plan." Peace be w;th
you all .

•

Word• ol Wisdom

to the

•

- in a large number of cases - cannot find them in the
bookstore, thus preventing them from making a fresh
start. In a large number of cases when the books are lo-

Nation

en

IS .

are told what books to purchase for a certain class, they

Muhammadinhisa1tobiography.ln

----•W•e···need--on-l•y_go_bac-•k••-.w-o•u•ld-•b•e-•it••-•.c•c•e•p•t•aoce--•an-d--dignity and hOllOf due to Malcolm.

children bused across town .
In the words of Tony Brown, the freedom of Black
people 1s the responsibility of Black people. Indeed it

Although school is in full swing, many students are
unprepared which may be attributed to the lack of
books and the high prices at the University Bookstore.
Students have consistently complained that when they

known as Brother M..colm x.
frequently spoke of Wallace

Orthodox Islam."
Be11 in mind also that when
Melcolm was M.lapended from the

w•

create their own schools, rather than to have their

Inadequate Bookstore

pro;ecting 1 better undentanding of

In respect to the artide on page
one of the September 5, 1975 issue
of the Hilltop entitled ''Official
Mix·Up Cost Students," I, Mrs . Irene
Pl191sley, ''the Iadv with blond hair''
was terribly mid-quoted, and as a
constructive criticism to Ms . Titilayo
I suggest that she practice taking
Quotes verbatum.
To clear the statements
pre-supposedly made by me, ( 1)
Normally continuing students who
do not participate in pre"fegistration
are charged a late fee; this is done to
encourage continuing students to
take advantage of pre-<egistration to
eliminate long lines during regular
registration . (2 & 3) General
Registration is set up mainly for
Freshmen and New Entrants, no late
fee is dlarged because they are not
able to register until the date set
aside tor them .
I feel it is my duty to the student
body to clarify myself since I have
been of assistance to them over a
long pei:iod of years.
Irene PU4jlsley
Student Accounts

ATTENTION: The HILLTOP is
1dy looki,. tor c:ontributine
a tilt with a 19"' of coewc:iout nea.
,.,., intOf•tld pmom should p l -

Pt•••

c:ontKI the editor-in-<hief. Phone

No. 63Ml88/t7t•.

''The history of human achievement illustrates that when an awakened
intelligensia emerges from a subject people , it becomes the vanguard of the
struggle against alien rule ."
Kwame Nkrumah
'' Let's stop re·inventing the wheel . We need to institutionalize our
work, so that those who come after us have a basic reference from which
to deal .''
Dr . Sam Yette
''A man shows what he 1s by what he does with what he has. Be
Creative!''
''A fellow doesn*t live long on what he's done ; he must keep on

•
producing_
''
•

Mural Mural on thvv Wali
Mural , mural on the wall. are you
the biggest problem we face this fall;
Having read the first ffll edition
of the Hill TOP last week, I must
confess that I was disappointed. At
.first glance I mi_..t have assumed,
t,ad I not been a student, that
university students' pro~ems were
minimal, and thus a proper place for
comments on the mural .
While traditionally the first issue
is generally dedicated to problems of
freshmen and the aspirations of
student leaders. I believe that instead
of projecting the mural controversy
as front page news, students would
have been better served by relagating
this arttcle to P"9'!' three, while
rnerving the space for more pre15ing
problems such as food, housing and
the misdirected bureaucracy.
Though many might liken this to
''beating a dead ~orse'' simply

because we all know the problems, I

hasten to add that we have yet' to see
any ~utions to these problems.
Hopefully, this year will be void
of controversies Within the student
body, though I doubt it . If so,
however, perhaps we will have a rare
opportunity to gain the attention of
our elected officials who can address
themselves to our pfight.
•
The problem is that marty times
the goals and priorities of our leaders
are decided not arbitrarily but w;th
general student input. This naturally
results in student problems remaining
just that - problems.
I agree with Bro. Luther Brown
that ~ have the ingredients for a
good year but it cannot be
accomplished without an honest
effort devoid of a lot of dialogue .
We, as students need both our
student leaders and the HI LL TOP to
work together to attain a common

goal.

''Official Mix-up''
'

In connection with the article on
page one of the September 5, 1975
issue of the Hilltop entitled, ''Official
Mix-up Cost Students," I would like
to state that no student at Howard
University will be dlarged a late fee
for registration prior to September 2,
1975.
I have directed the Comptroller of
the University to immediately
undertake an audit of all student
account records and to make the
necessary adjustments where
students have, in fact, been charged a
late registration fee prior to

September 2, 1975. In those
instances where a late registration has
been assessed prior to September 2,
1975, the money will be refunded to
the student if tie has paid his bill or
be credited to his account .
The Office of the Treasurer
apologizes to the entire student-body
for this error, and necessary steps
have been taken to assure that this
does not occur again .
Sincerely,
Caspa L. Harris, Jr.,
Vice President for Business and
fi$C;al Affairs·Trenurer

•
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Student• and the LaW

d lor Thought

ent

IJy T . H .

N ~wto11

(The author is a second-year law
student at Howard University's Law
School .
The Fa111ily Educa tional Rights
a11d Privacy, Act, re ferred to as the
''Buckl ey Ame11dment," became law
1n N ove mber o f 1974. It was
sponsored by Senator Buckley as an
ame11dr11er1t 10 Section 438 of the
Gc11eral Education Provisions Act .
Tl1e A1ne11drnent gave pare11ts and
studc r1t s ar1 01>po11 ur1i t y to rev iew

var 1 o us ellucat io11al records and
1>rec lu dcd al1use and improper
disclosure o l student 's educational

records and · l)Crsonal data . More
spcc1lically, 1he statute e m1>hasi1ed
tl1a1 ccrt air1 educa t ional institutior1 s
a rid ;1ger1ctcs n1ust prov i<le llarents of

studcr1ts or stuclcr1t s over ei g1tcer1

years of age with the official records
- documents. files - directly related
to the students. In ·addition, the
amendment guaranteed parents or
·students the ri~t to challenge such
recor<h because of inaccuracy or
inappropriateness!
Now, written consent must be
obtained from parents or students
before releasing ''personally
identifiable'' data about the records
of a student. except for a specialized
· 1ist of exceptions . The name of the
.;tudent, address, student's parent, a,
oer ;.J11al ide11tifier, such as the
studerlt's social security number and
other information that would
identify a s1.>ecific student are
considered ''personally identifiable··
data .
A11y public or private educational
agency or institution which received
funds under any Federal program
was bound by this statute . Since
Howard University was substantially
supported by the Federal
Government - and proposed aid for
'75/" 76 is over $54 million - it
immediately fell within the domain
of this law .
The Buckley Amendment further
prov ided that the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
(H .E.W.) shall promulgate regulations
(part 99 ~ o Title 45 of Code of
Federal Regulations) to protect the
l'rivacy of students and their families
c o11cerning various Federal data

gathering activities. Specifically, the
regulations made it illegal for an
educational institution or agency to
render such data on students to the
F.B.I. or C.IA.
H.E.W. published the proposed
re9Jlations for the amended Act on
January 6, 1975 in the Federal
Register. After a sixty day comment
period which expired on March 7,
1975. the Regulations because law .
Every education.! institution or
agency receiving funds from H.E.W.
(Office of Education) for any
applicable program must obey those
rules .
The Buckley Amendment also
indicated that educational
institutions •or agencies had to inform
the parent or student of the ir rights
concerning the law . The law went
into effect November of last year and
the regulations five months ago .
So essentially, Howard University
students must be aware of several
facts . First. you have the right to
request and receive various
educational records . Second, you
may request a hearing on thti
accuracy or inadequacy of the data .
Third, your personally identifiable
data can not be released without
written consent by , you or your
parents. except for the list of
exceptions . And finally, your
educational institution or agency is
obligilted to inform you and your
parents of the law . Remember":
Knowledge is a key to a better
tomorrow .
Brothers and sisters, for further
and more detailed information, you
may view the Act and the regulations
1n the Hilltop Office .
0

Islam:

The Messlasle Foree
by ML1l1a111111ad Shaba77
111 tl1e r1<1rne of Allah the
l:>ene ficial, tl1e rnerciful, peace and
blcssir1ys u1>or1 his serva11 t and his
n1esser1gcr Mut1a1nma<I forever amer1 .
My dear brothers and sisters we
tl1e ML1sl1m St11{lent Assocfat1011 l1ave
good 11ews to tell ·tlic ge11eral Howard
U11iversity co1n r11 u11i ty. Th at ' gooli
11cws is tl1at yoll have l.>ee11 ~i ven a
tfivi r1e ft1 1ssio1i 011 tl1c carlh as <111 wise
scholors wt10 t1ave corT1c and go11e .
tl1c titl e of 1Jro11l1ets .
We 11·1c Musl1111 Studc111
Associ<1tior1 want you to take your
11ro11hetic role i11 history very se rious .
Wt1y , because 1t is you this
ur1devclo1>ed com111un1ty, but
nevertheless a commur1ity that has
l>ee 11 cl i vi11ely sha11ed arid du ly
1>ro11or 11ur1cd to serve as a mess1asic
force 111 the i11tel lec1ual world to
conic . As yoti k11ow brotl1ers ar1d
sisters you l1avc often heard it said
that today 's studer1 1s are tomorrow's
leaclers .
We w;:1nt you to begi11 looking

•

TM purpo• of this.•nd future •ticlM
will tM ta Kqu•int the Ho.,..rd Unw.rsity
students with tlM i.w. Sewr.i . . . l•ndlard ten.nt , . .rch .nd ..U:ure,
educ9tion.I oppcwtunit'9s - in the 1..-4
tYSt•m •tt.ct S'ud9nts. By ..inlnt an
undkstMCtinv of the • . • stud9nt would
bleorM • ..,. of hts/her riflhts aond then
tM abl• to defend 1UCh rithts.

u11011 yourself 111 thi s new light
(messiasic force) . Brothers and sisters
we have for too long been kept apart
from the true knowledge {truth) . We
have been too lo11g confused in
direction of which way to go for self .
'
We hor>e 1t1at this school year -will
brir1g so much light (truth) to
Howarti's broad community that you
will know a11d understand that we all
'
arc Musli1ns, members o f the body
Christ and saviors of the old dying
world .
In the future articles to come we
will be giving you a great chance to
work for yourselves . The Nation of
Islam, the body Christ , wilt be
offering scholarships to students and
1>art ·time jobs. For more information
we would like for you to visit
Muhammad's Temple No . 4 , 1519
4th Street, N.W., Washington , D.C.,
Wednesday and Friday 2 :00 and
Sl111day 2 : 00 p .m . F o r free
tr.1r s;>1rtation call 387 -9514 .
·r1l; r1:C: you for honori11g us by
re<;l/i119 ti1is column .

Polley o n Columnl1f1
THE HILL TOP 110 /icy 011
colur11nists is ar1otl1er exar111Jf1.• of
our effort to serve 011r re11cJers l1y
providir1g for111ns for var1ot1s
wr i ters ·· both stucJer1ts and
non-students--on i11111orta11t issues
of tJ1e day .
Col11111111Sts are r1ut paid but
cl1oose their ow11 topics. Coluniils
sJ1ot1ld 11o t exceed 2 ~$ lYfJeS a11d
do11ble·sµa(:ed 11ages, a11d 1r1ust be
1n before 1l1e T11esclay , 5µm
deadli11e.
Col111n11ists ar1.• selet...·tcd,
11sually i11 a rotati11g !JsJ1io11. by
the Editor·ln -Cl1ief.

incorporated as an al ternative form
of health, is vegetarianism and
herbalism. With a careful indepth
study into these two ancient forms
of Afrikai sciences Iies the key to a
more healthy existence for us as a
people and a revolutionary approach
to questioning the existence of a
monster
Medical -Health care
complex which, in spite of its very
existence, has not improved the
quality of life in the wealthiest, most
powerful (materially) country on this
plane of existence. Keeping this train
of though in mind , how then can
herbalism and vegetarianism offer a
more meaningful , less expensive
•pproach to health and health ca re ?

In these times of mental stress and
confusion, we must keep in mind
those natural foods, herbs, and
medicines which may aid us in
furthering our development and
enriching our lives.
Since many of us are students and
spend a great deal of time in
studying, preparing for examinations
and struggling for survival , we must
become aware of and become
practitioners of those aids nature has
provided us with throughout the
ages .
For those students who seek
study ai<h, there are numerous perb
teas that may be employed such as
Rosemary, Eyebright, Catnip ,
Gota-kola and Foti -tieng.
Rosemary tea is a mild stimulant
tea which may be used to increase
memory and also as an aid against
migraine headaches. The usual dosage
of Rosemary is: one teaspoonful of
tea per cup of boiling water; three to
four cups of tea per day . Eyebright
tea is another mild stimulant tea
which may be used to increase
memory. The recommended dosage
of Eyebri~t is the same as that os
Rosemary tea .
Catnip tea is a nervine which may
act as a relaxant to those suffering
from anxiety, stress, or nervousness .
Generally, it may be used to merely
induce sleep for those suffering from
insomnia. Lastly , Gota-kola and
Foti · tieng aid tremendously in
stimulating the brain and increasing
memory, but since these two herbs
are more effective a$ rejuvenators
and longevity herbs , they should be
respected as such .
Because hi~ expenses and soaring
medical costs are taking their toll
daily on Afrikan people and on all
po:Jr oppressed peoples of the
Diaspora , ways and means of
building alternative forms of m~dical
health and health related systems
must be initiated . Along with those
new in11ovative programs, there must
be changes in our lifestyles · new
value systems or disciplines so to say .

A critical scientific study on the
part of students, professionals and
laymen into such amazing substances
as Ginseng, Foti-tieng, Gotu -kola,
Garlic, Bee Pollen and Chia seeds
may open the door to the avenues of
divine knowledge, restoration of
human development and eleva tion of
the quality of huma11 life .
All of the above substances (called
rejuvenators and longevity herbs),
when used along with the discipline
of vegetarianism , have been found t<?
possess extraordina ry , almost ·
unbelievable lite -saving effects .
Foti -t ieng (Hydi"ocotyle asiatica
minor), an Eastern tropical herb, has
been found to ''yield a rare tonic
property which has energizing effects
on the nerves, brown cells'' according
to Jules Li11ine.
Also according to P. deLaymen tn
an article 011 the herb entitled ''A
Remarkable Plant From Far East'',
Fit ·tieng was discovered to have a
new vitainin called 'Youth Vitamin
X', which exerts a rejuvenating
influence on the rluctless glands (the
means by which the brain and body
are healthfully maintained) .
• A point of interest in the research
•
of Foti ·tieng is related to the Chinese
philosopher Professot Li.Chung who
lived for 256 years by ''keeping a
quiet heart, walking sprightly like a
'
pigeon
and regularly using Foti -tieng,
Ginseng , along with a strict
vegetarian die~ . The'. herb Gotu-kola
is a member of the same family as
Foti·tieng, and a herb tea of the
green leaves of the plant has been
found to stimulate brain power and
rejuvenate different organ systems of
the body .

One branch of such a discipline
which must be aOalyied . and/or

Th e Ut1cl e rgraduate Studer1t
Associatfor1 !UGSA) would like to
welcome alt new brothers ar1d sisters,
as well as returnir1g students to the
··Mecca of Bl ac k Educat ion
througl10L1t the World'"
Howard
U11 ive rsity.
The struggle that. began 400 years
ago on the west coast o f Africa . on
the slavesh11>s. a11<f in capitalistic
Amerikkka, is as alive today as it was
then . Tl1c only differe11ce between
ther1 arid r1ow is that we have less
time to overcome our enslave ment
tl1an the 400 years which have
al ready el asped .
It is clea r that. the Ernancipatior1
Proclamat io11 did riot fr ee us. but
or1ly a l lowed us to leave the
11lar1tatior1s for the corporations . If
we had l:>eer1 fr ee(! then, they would
have givcrl 1ust co1111>e11sati o11 and
everyone of us would l1ave rc~ived
at least 40 acres a11d a mule (tractor
and plow) .
Fi sk Ur1iversfty did not operatt!
this summer, and ii antici11atcs a
cutback i11 oµerations by next year,

Many of us may recall or hive
read about ·the threat of Howard
University becoming 60% white and
40% black ; and in more recent time
there was the threat of Howard
University being merged with the
University of· the District of
Columbia~ And now my brothers and
sisters, once more Howard University

is being threatened this time by the
direct takeover of our cafeteria by
Saga Food Services (Corporation) .
Saga Food Services 1974 an 11ual
report reveals an approximate annual
revenue of $294 million . It is traded
on both the New York and Pacific
stock exchanges. It operates in 45
states and the District of Columbia .
It services 338 colleges and
universities, 205 business firms, 70
hospitals, and employs over 30,000
workers.
Contract food service composes
one of the more financially
successful divisions of the company,
contributing over 27% or $49 million
to the overal I !ncome. Saga also
operates an extensive chain of
restaurants, in fact over 260 located
AIOU'T

1n 12 states and the District of
Columbia . They operate 212 Straw
Hat Palaces !pizza parlors), 22 Stuart
Anderson Black Angus Restaurants
(steak hous es), 17 Refactory
Restaurants and 16 Velvet Turtle
Restaurants .
These devastating facts about Saga
Food Services potential resources
have not been reflected in the quality
of food that is being served in the
cafeteria . The fact is that due to the
increased food prices along with
stude1lts . being taxed while their
university is a tax exempt institution
has created a greater discontent on
the part of us students who feel that
the quality o f the food has not
improved and in some instances have
proven to be worse .
"TIMIE Tii i '\
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Our objdct1ve is to motivate our readt!rS tr> .be dedicated to
sarvi11g our people 3i1d rebuildi11g 0>ur communities.
We dv this by providing releva;1t news, informativ11 , pictures_,
art and iddas.
likt! a sword Tne HilltotJ is a weapo11 for freedom , a11d truti1
is t11e foundati.>11 Jf our eff..>rts.

This Week:
Steve Poston, UGSA ChairmanBlack institutions being phased out.
but eventually all public institutions
of learning will be phased out and
rep_laced with direct corporate
contr™led institutions .
Hdward University does not
operate in a vacuum . The mergers
and troubles which other institutions
have experienced eventually will
beckon upon the doorsteps of this
the ''Mecca of Black Education .••

Lastly , research into Bee Pollen,
the essence of the honey bee, may
reveal undeniable results for further
human growth and development .
According to Fetix Murat
''Bee
Pollen - Miracle Food', the vi:\lue of
Bee Pollen speaks for it If : Bee
Pollen has been found to con in all
of the essential and non~s ntial
amino acids needed by the
for
all growth . It regulates inte tinal
d\ 11f0J1lction. counteracts anem a (by
oroviding a rapid increase in blood
lemoylobin) and is effective gainst
hay fever, sinus conditio s anO
bronchial disorders.
Along with these amazing
properties , Bee Pollen has a high
percentage of vitamins including
Rut ine (Vitijmin R), a glycoside
which is especially beneficial to one's
inte llectual funct ion. It also Protects
.
'
against cerebral hemorrhage and
heart diseases . • More intensive
research may uncover even more
fantastic benefits of the Bee Pollen .
The brief analysis of the natural
substances expressed in this article is
in no way extensive nor conclusive .
As was stated earlier , more intensive
research in th is specified subject
matters may reveal even greater
infor mation and developments .
Caution and care must be practised
in the study and use of any aspects
of vegetarianism and herbalism, and
any lack of discipline in the
administration of these sciences may
prove as fatal as the trappings of ''so
called Modern Medicine'' .
Only when we begin to question
all aspects and phases of the existing
social order , and scientifically begin
building alternative institutions and
modes of living, will we again rise as
a people in ,atonement with the
Creator .

THE HILL TOP CR EEO

St udent Government Viewpoints
wl1ile Xerox Corporation is in the
process of building their own $86
millio11 U11iversity . The mergers of
A&T State University and The
U11 iversity of North Carolina ?
Maryland State College and The
Un iversity of Maryland ; Florida
A&M U11iversity and Flor ida State
University ; Federal City College,
D .C. Teachers College, and
Wa shington T ec hnical Institute
emerging as the University of the
District of Colu mbia, are no
coincidence, but in fact a systematic
process of eli n1 inati11g Black
institutions tl1roughout this country .
Thi s process of elimination does
not end with Black institutions , but
in fact extends itself to hitjler
education in general . Not only are

Endless research has been and is
still being done on Ginseng, ••the
miracle etizir''- Korean Ginseng
(Parox Ginseng Kora), one of the
most potent forms of the Ginseng
f am ii y, has been found to. be
fortified with essential amino acids
vitamins and minerals. It has
unlimited properties as a rejuvenator
from aging, restoring strength to
debilitated and convalescing patients,
and as an ''essential body . tonic''.
Further research 'and use of this plant
may aid tremendously in providing a
less expensive health aid for
debilitated and convalescing patients.
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'S tudents of Howard University
are not the on ly ones who are
apparently being threatened by Saga
Foods. Th e regular university
cafeteria workers may be threatened
in the amount of hours that they
may be allowed · to work. We must
recognize that the University
cafeteria workers live in the
community in which we are located.
And the historical relationship
between Howard University and the
comm4nity has not been one . of ·
overwhelming success and in some
instances has been detrimental to all
irlvolved .
Our struggle here at Howard does
not end with the cafeteria. but
extends itself to a vast array of
problems that are confronting
students at this very moment. Those
problems are :
1. Tuit ion and fees increase '
2. Housing increase and over
crowdedness
3. Bookstore crowding and taxes
4. The need for a 24-hour library
5. The possible reinstatement of
the College of Liberal Arts Senror
Examinations, with an even greater
possibility !that other schools and
col leges would do the same .
6. Faculty Tenure
7. The need for a Student .Center
s8 . The lack of sufficient office
space for student organizations
9. University Health Services poor
services
10. No available parking space
11 . The new mural on Cramton
Auditorium
If you can agree with some or all
of the problems that have been
stated above or if you have a
problem that has not been stated,
~
then you should 101n th e
COMMITTEE

FOR

CONCERNED

STUDENTS who are in the process
of • doing something about our
problems. Contact the UGSA Office
(283 Cook Hall) as 500n as possible
•
or call 636~918 or 636-6919 .

-,
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What I• "Another"T

by Pat Kelly

COSMIC ECHOES:

HILL TOP luff Wrtllf
•

Disco Daze
by Richard C. Johnson
HILL TOP St•ff Writ•

The programer, in a seemingly
endless fluid motion, places
forty -five after fourty ·five on the
turntable with a practice flip that is a

part of his trade. On the disco floor
the masses dance to a sixty man
orchestra as sweat pours across their
rhymtic bodies . The crowd appears
to be driven into heights of ecstacy
by the music which is amplified by

an overdose of speakers. In cities
across the country the
aforementioned scene may be found

in many of the disco clubs as people
are returning to the dance floor in

droves . The initial question in this
writers mind was what had spawned
such a new interest in the night club
dancing ?
The disco craze allegedly began in
New York two years ago. Story has it
that a clever twin turr1table d isco
D.J. played a record enti tled Soul
Makosa by a relatively unknown
art ist named Manu Dibango and the
club war1t wild tO the 11ew sound .
Subsec1uently because of the heavy
demand for tt1e record at record
stores ii was fo1ccd to be played by
the radio D.J.'s wh o had previously
r;hunned 1t1e recording . Thus evolved
hfl original concepl of the disco club
ro ;..:av 11ow record ings before they
h11 the air wavtts. In New York mitOY

disco O.J.'s proudly displ1y gold
records for discovering such hits H
Barry White's Love Theme ind the
Hues Corporation Don't Rock the
Boat.
In the last two years the discos
have offered an entirely new
dimension to the music industry.
Prior to the discos, the only w1y 1n
artist's record could become popular
was through radio airplay. Sudl
airplay was hard to obtain if one was
a new and untried artist ..,d even
harder if one was new, untried and
Black . The disco clubs have now
become tryout stations for new
records and if the crowds can dance
to it they buy it forcing record sales
up and subsequently pushing the
tune onto the air .
At this point in time many disco
D.J.'s have reached their peak as the
crowds are flocking to the clubs in
hordes because it is the in thing to
hear continuous music by the O.J.'s
use of twin turntables. Many of the
artist we had known for years are
now labelled disco artist bee1use
disco music is what's happening.
Al though di1eo music can be
enjoyable, there is one drawback
with fourty ·five recordin91 ; thty 1r1
made for the quick 11le and within
two months they're like 1 P1lr of
four year old shois in your clo11t.
However, if you cen afford It enjoy
it'

COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
l HE NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
un11ou11cus i11
SPR ING COMPETITION
fhu c lu~1111:1t lot u10 1 lhtJ tL1t1n1 i11ion of m11nu1c1i1,11 by Coltegu Studon11 l1

NOVEMBER 5th
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ADDRESS as well
Manuscr ipts should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Los Angeles , Calif .
90034

Blacks, Blues

. ... ,,,,
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One afternoon I w1s standing at
the subway station on Gatn Avenue
in Bed·Stuy waiting for an uptown
train . The ·div w1s w1rm for
February, about forty ·flve degrees
and as I looked 1bove the pl1tform
stage to the skies, the sun wn_
struggling to pierce its way thru the
tomtwh1t 9r1yilh ovtrctst .
Suddenly I he1rd 1 moaning
which tr1nsf1rred my attention to
the opposite platform . A mlddle aged
min 111 1w1ylnt on 1 1ui1c1se
horizontally rooted on the ground.
He 11tmtd to hive two comP1nlons,
two tHn1ger1 , A young girl of about
fourteen . H1r heir w11 h11lfw1y
pl1lt1d in cornrows . Beside her 1tood
an older male of about tO'llanteen .
Both were dressed In grafltt l
decor1ted ,.ans, converses , sweat
shirts and both wot• brown le1ther

Jac:ketl.

ANY STUDENT at1c11di n!I either junior or senior college is el igible to submit
11 1 ~ ve rse . There is 110 lim itation as to form or theme . Shorter works are
µrefcrrecl by the Boa1d of Judges , because of space limitations.
1
Eacl1 poem must be TYPED or PAINTED on a separate sheet; an~ must bear
the NAME ar1d HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE

3210 Selby Avenue

-. - .

The man continued to sway and
both youngsters appeared indecisive
about assisting him, for only once
did they stop him from falling onto
the tracks . His condition reminded
me of a wino I saw on the platform
edge a week before . He continued to
drink from a bottle in his brown
paper bag while a lady warned ;
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''Your liver must look like shit ; don't
you know wine eats up your insides
nigger?'' He swung the lx>ttle more
forceful to his lips, swayed and then
nked, ' 'Am I dead women , am t
dead silly -bitch ?'' I couldn't tell
whether this otl1er man was
in toxicated or sick . He wa1in '1
dressed sh1bbily . He didn ' t conform
tollfte ''bUm•· image .
I did not know ~.'hat was really
wrong. He put ''whys'' iJ1 my mind I
coulc1 no1 answer . Only ho kriow . Or
the you11g people who stood around
him . Ho looked liko Ame1ica bt:lcausu
of the depressing truth of Wot111ya10 .
Only 1 tuw Amerlc1ns ronl l7fl its th is
nation ''tways'' not too 1nar'y
90vernment1, perhaps 01111 or two will
do as thott youngsters did .
At East Now York 1tat lon, I
tr1111terred the ''A'' train took n1y
Hit 1nd began to r"vlaw thos.c n111ny
'pages ot an Afrika11 diary I wat
beginning to get together . l can1e
across my notes on a visit to the
Nairobi National Park and so1ne
descriptions of a Kikuyu fam ily I had
seen with slits in their shoulder
length earlobes.
I heard a. man's voice a11d the
voice of a woman whose leg brushed
against mine in agitation .
'' I'm sorry," he said , '' I d icln 't
mean to insu lt you.'"

•

Booze

•

''Litten mister," she replied in
anger, ''what's on your mind to I ctn
get blck to my book.••

""Lady, black lady, who 1m I?"" He
begged her. The smel I of atcohol
oozed from his insides to my nostrils
and I shook my head in a \lain
attempt to kill the air. She ignored
him until she reached her stop, Jay
Street and Borough Hall and then
quipped, ''If you don ' t know who
you are you'd better find out .'" He
lowered his head in silence . Two
stops later he turned and spoke to
me . ''Arthur's my name. My name is
Arthur - who's an Arthur? (He didn't
ask minel - 1'\le been in this country
seven years and they say I'm an
'other'. You know what I mean ?
People think only in terms of black
and white . They told me to fill out a
form which said ; 'If you're white ,
check . If you're Negro, check. If
you"re 'other' check . They said I'm
neither white nor black I' m Indian .
But I'm Kenyan .. .this is rid iculous .
In Kenya , negro means nothing . It
means 11othing in America .. ..so what
is an 'other' ? Negro in Afr ica means
muddy . Siste r , are you a
tea c her ?- Stu1111ed more by hi s
•
question than his pleas I answered,
'' No , I'm a writer ." ''Are you a
teacher ?'' l1is large eyes insisted .
'' No, l'rn a writer .'' I contended.
' 'Same difference.' ' His acce11t fell
thr1• i1l Afro·slar1g . '' Yeah. I guess
so- (rny. comment) n1anaging a smile.
Reat izi11g 111 New York Of'C '
doesn ' t usually talk to strangers.
l::111i~ci ally 011 the tra in, espec ially
those who don ' t seem to l>e $Ober .
Cra1y as 1t wa • I wondarod if he had
boon 'sober' n1l1ch woul(I have nuvor
buon 1aicl . Ho w11r111:cl 10 talk to
so1ncor1c a11cl the 011ly th ing 1t111t
sto1Js 011" lrom 1alki11g lo 'drunk s' or
'atlcl1c1s' 11 lour .
Fuor ol wt1a1 01ho1 1>001Jlo or1 tl'u
1raln 1n l11tll thl11k or say . A1 It was,
1u vu1·a1 µuoplu wuro look i1ig ot LIS .
Bloc.ks an(I wl1i1os IJo tll shook tho i1
tiuatls. Thu IJ1ow11 1nun sn1 ilcd mo1t ly
ar1d or1u sai d , ' 'Al11' t that somutt1iny
you got on your har1ds mom1nd . Dual
as long as he remains cool.''
' ' I have a daughter, his story goes,
she's eight ," She asks mu about these
tl1ings. why anti what are Negroes ?' '
She scares me she"s so in telligent .
'' You shouldn't be afraid ." I sai d .
' 'Y ou r chil d 's in tell igence is a
reflection o f you ." ''But what d o I
tell her?'' His face searched m ine for
!he answer, ''The truth." I replied.
''~Jly wife is black . rny li ttle girl is
eight . I'm a happy man, a happy
man .' ' His face frowned pitifully a11d

•
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suicides and nearly fifty percent of
all male admissions to state mental
hospitals.
Alcholism or an addiction to
liquor is only one of the diseases
caused by the drug. Cirrhosis, a
hardening of the liver, is caused by
the excessive intake Of alcohol by
people with deficient diets , doctors
believe . In large urban areas. where
Blacks are most concentrated ,
ci rrhosis is the fourth largest killer
between age 26 to 65 .
According to a Special Report on
Alcohol and Health prepa.red last
year for Congress, ran-white men are
most susceptible to certain' cancers
caused by the use of alcohol,

by Kadallah Khafre
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Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
wh o are already on to a good thing . You leave when you
like Travel comfortably . Arrive refreshed and on t ime .
You ' ll save money, too. over the 1ncreased air
fares St1are the ride with us on weekends. Ho lidays.
Anyt11ne . Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

New York S14 .95 $29.95
17.50
9 .20
Philadelphia
18.40 35.00
Pittsburg
12.45
6.55
Richmond
12.35 23.50
Norfolk

5 p.m.
5 :30 p .m .
5:45 p .m.
4 :30 pJTI .
4 p .m.

YOU

ARRIVE
9 :20 p .m.
8 : 15
12:4.5 a.m.
6 :40
10:35 p.m.

Jaime Negron
Howard Uni-.ity
2801 Georgia 63& 6666
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GO
GREYHOUND
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especially i n combination with
tobacco.
Stress and dP.'.)rivation are cited by
professionals who work with
alcoholics as factors most responsible
for the development of alcohol ism.
Both stress and depri\lation exist, to
a high degree. in the Black
community . However, the number of
Black alcohol -a~icts is unknown .
The presence of these two factors
plus the slowing of the traffic of
other drUCJ5 has resulted in what
MUHHAMAD SPEAKS (Jan . 31 ,
1975) called ''a staggering increase in
the consumption of alcohol in the
Black community since the middle
sixties."
.,_ '
With this rise in consumption, an
increase in the number of arrests,
diseases and deaths can also be
expected .
''The Black community has been a
target community for the beverage
industry, as much as it has been the
target of hard-drug pushers," notes
Willie J. Lynch, Jr., coordinator of
the Howard University Alcoholism
Studies program. ''The rwevelence of
alcohol in the Black community
serves both as a revenue for white
industry, and as a social control
mechanism," he says .
But Blacks in the U.S . ha\le not
been the only people affected
apversely by liquor . While under the
influence of ''fire-water'' Native
Americans lost two continents and
several istands to the Europeans .
Alcoholism is now the maior mental
i disorder of Native Alaskans, reports a
study in the journ1l, Rec::.nt
Adv11nen in Studi• of Akoholism.

T odiiy the pattern continues and
is spreading. One of the first
industries newty independent ·Afrikan
nations receive is a brewery .
Althou., developing countries have
more pressing needs, foreign
investors place distilleries before
canneries ..,d factories .
Alcoholism is reaching such
alar~ling proportions in Afrika that
ZambiJ.!l President Kenneth Kaunda
cried on national TV recently while
pleading with Zambians not to make
him ''a leader of drunkards ." In the
•
larger urban centers of nearby
Z i mblbwe (Rhodesia I the white
municipal governments make and sell
''traditional'' Afrikan beer to the
local ~1tion.
In a 1973 survey of adult drinking
patterns in racially segregmted, white
minority · ruled Azania (South

he 1wayad to tht lido. I _ ......
him. Rather hutky, about 5 !Mt 11,
oliv1 skin, ''str11;it'' blec:k heir,
black 1uit end raincoat. People

~

whispered -''He's 1 drunken Indian."
He didn't seem to hear or blotted It
out . All this time I hadn't stopped
writing. He began to talk about
Kenya and asked if he could borrow
my pen . Knowing now this would be
the test .
Had I been a fool for talking to
this man whom everybody looked at
as if to say, ' 'I couldn't be so
bothered?'' He had asked two
Caucasians and a black for a pen .
They had either flatly refused or
ignored him . I sat there and didn't
feel like changing my scat to move .
The wei~t of my books and bag
imprisoned me . I thou~t : ''What
does he want with my pen? Will tie
stick me in the eye?'' - I have a split
second to judge as it passes from my
hands to his!!!
He took the pen and placed it
thru a hole at the top of his ear. ''My
tribal scar," he said proudly .
Everyone in the section - dropped
their mouths in amazement. The
crazv bastard . Okay , I believed him.
''May I have the pen now?'' ''Okay,"
he responded as he slid it out of his
ear gently into my hands . •
'' Now did I eat it, did I steal it?''
he questioned. ''No, you didn ' t eat
it, if you did, I would have chased
you if you wanted it that bad ." I
tol d h im. He turned towards me
aga in and I said, ' ' Trv not to fall, it's
getting a bit crowded o\ler here ."
Fi11 ally his stop came, 34th Street .
Tho area of Madi1on Square Garden,
shoil Jling caves , otc. Ho 1ttJmbled up
ancl sal<I, ' 'Even it you'ro a bad
t uache1, 00 yourself . Always be
your1ol I, I llke you bftcause you
talk ocJ to 1110, I know I'm an
alcohol ic ," ''J~•st bu 11ru11g," I said .
Hu thur1 took rny h11nd1, kl11ed thom
ancl or1ct1 moru preached, ''Be
yourself ." Ho stum blod off tl1e train
01 If ho wu1u rur1nl11g sldcw1y1 Into a
wi11ctow 01 o bl Ind bullfight . · Ha , a
l:>llnll bl1llf igt1t.,,.The door1 closcid
•
suvu r a l timos tlll I haard the
cor1duc1or say, MMNtixt stop, 125th
Streat.'' Thu sun was gone .

A
Cosmic
Flop!
By Robin Dawson
HILL TOP Staff Writer

HILL TOP Slaff Writer

$88 million! That's the amount
Black An1erica spends on liquor in a
vear.
With nearly three percent of their
inco1ne • Blacks buy more than their
share of headaches, diseases and
deaths, sociologists state. For a
peop le suffer111g from high
l1nen1ploymcnt and a lack of proper
health care, every little b it h.LJrts .
Like heroin and cocaine, alcohol
1s a mood-changing drug . In terms of
social cost, it is the most damaging of
all drugs .'
Alcohol is responsi ble , experts
sav, for fifty percent of all traffic
deaths, one -third of all arrests, half
o f all homocides, a quarter of all
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Africa). fifteen percent of t~e
''colored'' population were crontc
alcoholics . Continuing. the study in a
journal on alcoholism cited
''availability. low cost , poverty: . il l
ng
h ea I th . wide spread advert1s1 h
encouraging drinking, and t e
diminishe·d social status of the men ''
as contributing factors to the high
incidence of alcoholism .
Similar conditions seem to exist
wherever Black people are found .
Thus, 1n 1961 Blacks bought
fifty-se\len percent of the Scotch
consumed in this cou·ntry!
This affair with ferment ed spirits
spans centuries and probably began
on the shores of the Nile . The word
''alcohol'' is from the Arabic ''al
Kohl ' ' and historians believe that
Blacks discovered the process of
f~rmenting barley beer fiuring the
early days of their reign in Egypt .
However , traditional Afrikan
society frowned on drunkenness and
alcoholism . Palm wine, a favorite
brew throughout West Afrika, is low
in alcohol content.· Strong beverages
'A't!re used as libation to the dead or
consumed during rare social
functions . One proverb from that
continent warns that ''when the
chicken is drunk, he forgets the
~awk ."

It W¥ not until the t700's when
barrels of rum 'A't!re exchanged for
slaves that the destiny of Black
people was tied to booze .

( 'u nlinu cd i11

n .:,1 1, ~ 11 <'

thru Sept . 28 - ''Bubbling Brown
Su gar," a new musical revue
starring Thelma Corpen t'.!r and
Avor1 Lo1lg . Nat1 or1al Theatre,
1321 ESt .,N .W .
thru Oct . 12'' No Place
to be
Some body ," Charles Cordon's
Pu ltizer Prize -winning comedy
drama at the American Theater .
L"E11fant Pla za, S.W.
Sept . 14 ·21 - Scott Jopl in 's opera
''Treemor1isha'' starring Carmen
Balthrop at the Kenr1edy Center
Opera House .
Sept. 14 - The Ohio Players, Rare
Earth at Capitol Center.
Sept . 17 -28 - The Howard Un iversity.
Department of Orama pr,r~en ts
1
' The River Niger'' at thEi Ira
Aldridge Theat re. 636-7700.
Se1>t. 19-2 1- Fifth Dimension, The
Dell $. Shady Grove Music Theater ,
Rockville, Md .
Se11t . 12 -14 - Top o· Fo ll ery Trio
featur ing vocalist Ronn ie Wells at
•
•• the
Top O" Follery. 2131 Pa .
Ave .. N.W.

.........
Discos - Black Greco 2000 L St ..
N.W.; Black Ulysses, 2100 M St .,
N.W.; Mark IV . 13th and F St ..
N.W.; Place Where Louis Dwells ,
1000 4th St .. S.W.

.........
Places of lnt erest - Anacostia
Ne ighborhood Museum ; 2405
Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave .. S .E.;
Museum of African Art , 316-318
ASt ., N.E .

On F ridav, September 5, 1975,
the How a rd U11iversity Student
A ssoc iati on presented the
Parliament/Funkadelic in concert at
Cramto11 Auditorium . -Damage for
the 8 : 00 show was S4.00 for
students with HoWard l.D. and
Howard students attending the 11 :00
show were charged $5.00 . Cost for
ge11eral admission was $4.50 for the
first show and $5 .50 for the second
show .
Unfortunately a large percentc:ge
of the audience that expected to
''take it to the stage," couldn't find .,.
it and were left in their seats. The
show wa s truly a g f eat
disgruntlement.
Appr o x i mately half of the
audience that attended the 11 :00-'shOw crowded around the stage when
the group entered singing their
well -known Cosmic Slop. The other half of the audience was asleep or
looked on with exhaus ted
expressions on their faces. The
performers obviously felt the lack of
sensation in a large part of the
audience and asked the audience to
''free their minds ," in hope that their
posteriors would follow .
Chocolate City gave the audience
a little life. and heads and feet that
were motionless suddenly bounced
and danced to the music .
Other songs performed by the
group were Standing on the Verge of
Gettin it on, Red Hot Mamma from
Louisianna, and Let us Lay Some
Funk on You.
Several st udents that attended the
first show complained that the show
was too brief . They also stressed the
point that the show was not what
they had expected .
The Esquires were the minor
group for the evening. The audience
appeared to enjoy them just as much
as they enjoyed the Funkadeltcs.
Considering that the sho·w was a
sellout, and that some people spent
as much as $15 .00 to purchase
tickets on the outside, the show was
really a Cosmic Flop!
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The loves and life strugg'es of
''Blues People,'' ~merica's
impo!ferished yet ditnifted brethren,
has .. ways been 1 pc wee ful source of
inspiration for folk artists .
Historiclllly we know of W.E .B.
DuBois, L-.ton H""'61, Paul
Robeson, to some contempor•ies
who have recorded their
interpretations on pieces of wax
Oscar Brown, Jr ., Melvin Van
Peebles, Wiindl Robinson, Gil Scott
Heron, Felipe Luci~. Jayne Cortez,
Eugene Redmond, Nikki Giov.,ni,
and now addltd to this growing list :
Camille Y 1rborough.

''••• tfu! other side oft~ su

•

•

by Brother Preston

HILL TOP St..tf Wrillir

Mars, the fourth planet from the
Sun, makes it's annual revolution
around that source every 687 days.
Astronomers and Astro-Geotogists
point out that that planet is heavily
composed of a material substance

The Sun is our central star here in
this solar system . The Ancients
likened the Sun to the father of
Creation, and the Sustainer of Life in
this world. The Sun ~tes Life 11 it
is contained and redi1ted within the
called limonite . This rusty colored
rays of Light it emmunates as far in
rock, which gives Mars it's primary
the Universe as it can travel. It is
color, is also present on Earth . •
important for you to remember that
The rays from the Sun are
life is contained within the Sun's
reflected from the Martian surface
light. Light is life, and there is no
and thrown back into space as
greater phenomenon transpiring
transposed secondary energy from
anywhere in this solar system that
the Sun. These secondary energy rays
what unf<>'ds itself in li!#tt .
of li~t are red and give the quality
This central li!'/lt that is radiated
of will power and ambition to all life
from the Sun is, in turn, captured
forms in the solar system that these
and reflected back into space by the
rays strike upon .
millions of particles that
mathematically move in millions_of
The Ancient star watchers and
different patterns around the Sun .
Astrologers interpreted Martian
These particles in space are the
influences as very similar to that of
the Sun itself because of it's ·color
planets, moons, comets, ~d others
that we are familiar with that have
sequence and the behavior trait it is
"'Shape ~d form.
said ti impart in human behavior on
The central Sun li!ttt is taken in,
this planet . The Sun rays and the
absorbed, transformed, or reflected
secondary color rays as they reflect
to a degree by these floating particles
from ot>;ects in space subsequently
in space around the SlMl . Just as Mars
radiate over each other throughout
is geologically composed of red
thissentire system of planets, moons,
colored rocks and other chemical
asteroids, and meteorites . It is the
elements, that planet appears, from
rays of colored light that gives
the brilliance given to it by the Sun's
character to, and influences every life
light, as a predominently red ~anet
form in the solar system and
in the sky that sends its' own li!tit
universe .
rays out in all directions in space .
There is sc ient ific evidence
The red li~t rays are captured by
supporting the fact that the Sun and
the Earth, and we see Mars as a red
planets play a significant role in
P'anet among the other planets that
shaping and influencing human
circJe the Sun .
behavior . I also know that it's true,
Th is red light ray. ha s a
based on the hundreds _o f
corresponding factor of great
cosmocharts I have done on •
si~ificance as it enters the Earth's
individuals and events.
atmosphere to affect what goes on
I'm going to present to you a very
here . The Sun's ray cover the entire
spectrum of colors, but the specific
simple synopsis of the actual
mechani c s involved with , the
spectrum of a red ray , and its'
interrelationship of energ ies
corresponding planetary leader in the
occurring between the Sun , planets ,
sky , has a very narrowly beamed but
and Earth, a focal point upon which
bro.-:dly defi 1led ~ t of factors and
relatio,1ships for the life and forms it
we live. These forces combine to
create life . f0rm, and material .
helps to make up here on Earth .

Camille's offering is an album
entitled, ''The Iron Pot Cookff•'
(V.,,...rd VSD 793561 and gives
testimony of Ms . Yarbrougtl's birth
as a frl!e spirit .
Camille describes herself as a
' ' griot'' or storyteller . As a
traditional griot , her expression takes
root in African ritual , (the act of
speaking behind the voice of the
drum and other musical
instruments), transfers itself to the
poetry of the blues and in the aura of
a stage presentation it Jeacfs to song.
From a Chicago ghetto to Ntiw
York City, Camilk? performed with
the Katherine Dunham troupe and
traveled to Egypt in the late 50's.
She h.s read her poetry over WNET's
''Soul'', ''Sesame Street'~ and also
acted in the television series, ''In
Search for Tomorrow."

.,

''If you're a humar1 being, you

have a11 o bl igation to share life, to
warn you r fellow man and not just
stand up and be pretty ."
Ca n1 ill c, mo s t de finitely an
at tractive womar1, be lieves Bl ack
females have spc ica l roles that go
beyo11d the 1>l1ysical a11d stereotype .
She says we must look deeply at who
arid what we are . The 1nan/ wo man
tl1i ng is very heavy, very heavy ... .
In he r composi tion, '' Li ttle Sally ,
the Super ·Sex Star' ' she descri bes in
part , the trip for women who sell sex
to ''get over '' ;
''That's the way to do it baby .
That 's the way to make i t today,
smoke yourself a little bit of hash
. chi ld,

/f:lon'J :J.ru/..ron :J.air

•

Presents

You.. Tell On You1-self
You tell on yourself by the friends you seek ,

By the very manner in which you speak,
By the way you employ your ltnsure time,
I

.

By "the use you make of dollar and dime.

•

Sponsored By
Continental Societies,
Inc.

•

.

Benefit of

By "the spirit i n which your burdens bear,

\
•

By the kind of thi11gs at which you laugh.
By "the records you play on your ph0110{Taph.

DAR Constitution Hall
Washington, D.C.

x

'

'

By the manner in which you bear defeat,

Weeds of sun-bin r".__Jands

Now on Fifteenth Street,
So stand the youngbloods

And in the heat that

Watching life's sharp edge

Sucks their briny sweat,

With hardened eyes that

They roam in $Hl'Ch of

Tell not what is felt...

Others and themselves.

Still eagerly, "the sun

Their concrett plains
)

./-_

The road is red and mother's
Wails defy; there is excitement

Provide for them the show

'""'' displays, ..
Hard shelled roaches

Of life and all its bluntness,

Crawl towards needed shade,

Nothing spared...
''Call Cookie, tell her

The street is settled now.
The scar ltill frnh , the

That her child done died' '

Space of death has long

Strock by a SOffY driver

Since been p0$

By

so timple a thing as how you eat.

•

•

., ""·

.

'

f

1

~

Sun. Oct. 12, 1975
4:00p. m.

By the things of which you dtlli'1t to talk.

\

(

·You tell what you are by the way you walk ,

Hear laughs and cries
Of youngbloods in the streets
Their eyes are red from

'

•

Under Priviliedged
Children

.. You tell what ya:1 are by t11e things you wear.

,

Cycle No.

From the liner notes of ''The Iron
Pot Cooker'' Chiz Schultz writes :
''Camille Yarbrou91 can only be
herself . That's true whether she's
writing a poem or singing a song o r
talking to you . She won ' t imitate ,
she won ' t pretend, even when it
would. make things a lot easier.''
Camille definitely has no fear 1n
speaking the truth . The truth about
pcwerty ; greedy freaks who have the
power to s11uff lives and ck?press
mentalities. She says :
''My . political strength or drive
comes from a genuine love for bl ack
people . I' m invotved because I' m
alive . I've seen a lot of people die
who have n't done anything and too
many people are dying .

shake your thing then gtve it
away ...
Her original compositions
demonstrate her sensitivity and
complete awareness, essential in
today's artists. Other songs indude
''All Hid'', ''Dream.Panic'', ''But It
Comes Out Mad'', ''Sonny Boy the
Rip c;>tt Mai1'', ''Ain•t it a lonely
feeling'' , ''Take Yo' Praise'' and
''Can't I get a witness?'' All of the'
characters are taken from her ''Tales ,
and Tunes of Afro-American Griot ."
During live perform#lee, the fact 1
that Camille has ~ honest iTiessage ·
becomes evi.dent: The message
relates, the message is a testimony of
the urb.a n black !tletto blues.
Suffering that cannot be i91ored .
Believing .black is to be blue atl day,
every day ... who stops and thinks
things will improve. Like. who
dreams ?
''Don 't be fi!1Jtened dope pushing
brother ,
You did what you thougtJt you
had to do.
But a nation of people has crossed
over
and they 're looking for you to
come too.''
Poets are, at best ~ peaceniakers
and prophets. Camille Yarbrough has
a voice that should be heard .
African -Americans have a legacy
of nobility . We have in our ranks
some of the world's most mfliestic ·
people . Camille Yarbrough is one . I
urge you to listen to the ''Iron Pot
Cooker'' . Camille Yarbrou!tl lives
with us, loves us and has faith
enou!1J to be herself .

Ticket Prices : $10 .00, $12.00 & $15.00. Tickets
Before 5 p.m. 636-7750. After 5 p.m. 7~.
By the bookt you choose from a well·filled shelf;
In theu wayt and more, you tell 0t1 yourself;

So th•n's really no particle of sense
In our effort to keep up fa/ti! pretense.

-yoU-Cilll-

•

You tell on yourself.

•
''
•

Winston Napier

--

SUNDAY, WEDNF.5DAY,
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS:

1ed.

Boon 's Farm sent.

.

•

•

All the broiled or fried Fish of the Day 2.95
All the golden fried Louisiana Shrimp 4.95
All the fried Surf-Cake5 stuffed with Crab 2.95
All the crisp Chesapeake Fried Clams 3.95
All the fresh Baked Boston Scrod 3.95
All the Maryland Fried Chicken 3.95

Monday night: All the Sirloin Steak 5.95
(USDA Choice, the finest of its kind)

Tuesday night: All the Prime Rib of &.._4 5.95
(USDAChoice, cut right from the rib)

PLUS
.1\11 the soup you can ladle.
PLUS '
All the salad you can make.
PLUS

'

All the French Fries and hot breads.
Children under 6 ... FREE.
. f ,\I { l()j) ', l•f (" IA I

s O tll 'r

NSun

•

·Cocktails. wine and beer available.

5th & Eye Sl1eeb (W......_ Mii)
'
Photo by Bill Cunningham

'

Soutliwelt D.C.
414-3316
•

I

•
Page8
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Blue Maeblne
Gets Bolling
20 victory se810fl . 1975's stttf
numbered seven .
Two pitchers, Reggie M1y and
Marty Metz, will not pitch this fall.
M1y was suspended for 1n
alternation with 1n offici1I l•t
autumn, and Metz has dropped out
of sdlool .
There are nine freshmen on this
year's team . Six are W11hington are1
pl1yers, including lefty Ger•d ''Tub''
Gaskins. pitching IC9 who led
Eastern Hiltl in S .E. Washington to
ch1mpionships in the p.1st three
se1sons .

Ely Ptt<r Harris
How1rd 's

1975 F.&I

Baset.11

seaon begins tomCM"row with

noon

1

Double-Header ag1inst Cltholic
University and the prospects of
victory will be increated by an influx
of newcomers.
''My desire for this Fall is an 18·2
record, but with the number of
freshmen that'll probably play, l'U

settle for 16-4," sa.vs an optimistic
Chuck Hinton , Bison baseball c01ch .
Between bites of watermelon after

a recent practice (a favorite team
pasttime) , Hinton said he is ''looking

forward to his best fall season ever."
With five new pitchers coming in,
added to his present staff of six,
H i nton has reasons to be
enthusiastic . Three of the six are

This year m1rks Howlfd's fourth
season competing in The District of
.Columbi1 Collegi1te Baseball LetgUe
' against area un ive rs i ties like
Amer ican, George Walhington ,

left-handers, increasing that group'1

Georgetown . Catholic, end GeOl'ge

number to four ; three more than last

Mason .
Last year's Bison team finished
9· 11 ; good for fourth piece .
Saturday's game against Cathol ic
will be followed by an away game on
Sunday the 14th at American
University , located at M•sachusetts .
and Nebraska Avenues, N.W. George
Mason is Howard's opponent next
Wednesday at Mason .

year.
Thinking about that situation; a
tickled Hinton smiles about his
unaccustomed luxury and cackled ,
''I 've got left handers coming out of
my ears ."
This year's pitching abundance
has mushroomed from a meager staff
of six in 1974 - Bison baseball's first

•

e.u. 2nd
inMEAC
Haward University's tennis team
concluded its '75 spring season May
4, finishing second to North Car~ina
Ct!ntral Uni versity (NCCU) in the
Mid · Easterr1 Athletic Cot1ference
(MEAC) tournament . It was the
team's only loss in conference action .
The team , compased of Jesse Holt
of Washington, D .C.; Grayling Bryan
of Chesapeake, Va .; Israe l King of
Aichmor1d, Va .; Michal e Anthony of
Richmond , Va.; D'Juan Cottoii of
Jackson, Miss .; and Jerome
Willingham of Jacksonville , N.C., was
directed by Coach Bobby Johnson .
Jesse Holt walked away with the
honor of being the number one
player in the MEAC by winning the
singles championship in division I .
Michale Anthony and Israel King
won si ngles championships in their
respective divisions also.
The MEAC doubles championship

Bison Bunts
The Biso n has competed in
sc rimages against Maryland
University , and Prince George's
Community · College since practise
be9an on August 27 .
.According to Coach Hinton .
freshmen Vincent Bailey , Gerald
Gaskins, and Bryan Nichols have
been singled out for praise . He also
showered the old guys . ''All my
veteran have looked good as well, he
sai d . '

The team's new members are :
Vau~n Dashiell -Auburn , Maine
Gerald Gaskins-Washi ngton . O.C.
Vincent Bailey-AleJ<andria, Va .
Bryan Nichols-Bethesda, Md .
Arnold Felder-Detroit. Mich .
Brad Ballance-Rockville, Md .
Donald Giddens-Exmore , Va .
John Dragg-Newport, News , Va .
Francisco Davis-Newark , N.J .
Curtis Crutchfield -Takoma Park, Md .
Kenneth May -Washington , D.C.

Howard. conveyed a highly favora~y
outlook as far as this semester's
sports program is concerned.
Height , or the lack of it. was a
determining factor for last year's
women's basketball team . This year
however, Ms . Norrell is expecting at
least two new ''recruits'' who will
give the team the necessary height
advantage .
Ms . Norrell stated that she is
looking for exuerienced players who
have played varsity basketbail before
and will act as play makers for the
team . However, all young l'adies who
fee l they are up to it are urged to
tryout for the team .

•

As the new year begins, so do
women 's varsity sports . Highlighting
the fall semester's activities will be
volleyball under the direction of
Jackey Cody, and basketball ,
coached by Sylvia Groomes .
The basketball schedule has been
expanded to include such teams as
Southern Connecticut College ,
Chaney State, and Norfolk State .
This will enable Howard's team to
play in the Eastern Intercollegi ate
Athl e ti cs for Women (EIAW)
playo ffs .
In a recent in terview, , Sondra
Norrell , assistant athletic director at

The Sharks
'

By Arllrca Shcltrn

The Sharks swim team of Howard
hope to improve it's 74 -75 season
record of 6 wins and 6 loses with
returning swimmers J . Basnett , K ...
Gaines, C. Green , and J . Washington .
Altho ugh the squad is small,
Coach Bell is optimistic that the
team will overcome the financial and
other setbacks plaguing not only
Howard's ~yt other collegiate
swimmin.g programs as ......ell .
Coach Bell hopes scheduled meets
with AU, GW, Duke, Loyola (Bait.) ,
Townson State, and Glasboro state
will help give his team more exposure
and experience in th is highly
c ompetitive sport . Also on t1e
schedule are Bowie, Delaware Sretc .,
Hampton, and Morgan . The season

.
opener 1s against
South Carolina
State on Dec . 5th.
Other returnees include C. Tate ,
S . Sumners. S . Whatley , C .
Hend e rson, and three ladies·S.
Shelton, A. Dawkins, and F . Greene .
Coming back after a brief absence is
Gary Ward of diving fame .

Freshmen Adjust
to College Football
By Ma..-iccCody
They came fro'm cites all over the
country : Los .AngclP.s , Durham,
Flint, and St . Pet~rsburg to name a
few . All with hopes of becoming a
future rctUI Warfield or a ''Mean' J oe
Gr.een , but with education as their
. main goal .
''The capstone of Bla ck
education'' may be an old Howard
cliche, but it 901 Howard Ur1iversity
some very fine freshn1en football
players .
The HILLTOP had an
opportunity to interview two of the
outstanding freshmen crop, and get
some of their views about their
adjustment to Howard and from high
school to college football .
Al ''The Hulk'' Credit

lft . 6'1" Wt . 240 lbs .
Position : Defensive tackle
Home : Flint Central , Michigan
The ''Hulk'' • as his teammates

know him, came to Howard after
being recru ited by Michigan, Iowa ,
and Nebraska . Now you ask. · why
Howard J His reason was that there
VI/ere more intelligent Black and
cultL1re at Ho ward . Al finds the
l>iygest difference , in college football
is better talen t , and that there are a
few rnorc athletes ju st as good as you
are .
•
Big ' Hulk' explained that there
are otllf~r ways of adjusting to college
footllal t and they are : (Icing What
your coach tells you to do ar1d
ob servi11g what some o f the
u11perclassn1e11 do . The ''Hulk ' '
stressed that l1e has leanred alot from
watch ing All -Arnerican Bet1 Harris .
Ji1nm i Chapman
Ht . 6'0'' Wt . 190 lbs .
Position : Taitb..1ck
Major : Engi rleering
H aine : Washingto11 , D .C .
(Anacost ia High Sr.h'.>01)

Football is a sport that takes a lot
out of an individual during the
course of a season . Nagging injuries
plague, haunt , and many times
terminate a team 's chances of
achieving that final goal so many
desire - a championsh ip. That is why
''depth'' a11d ''the ability to sustain
any injury to key personnel'' are
among Coach Doug Porte r's top
priorities here at Howard University.
''We have to build the depth with
aualitv athletes whereby an injury

These twenty-tix athletes are
regarded as the best group of recruits
in Howard's athletic history and
should provide a decisive edge over
opponents during a len~thy
championship drive.

I

'

SE

DT
RB

c

RB
LB

DE

TE
RB
DT

DE

WR
DB

TE

OT
DB
LB
OB
RB
•T

OT

OB

•·•
6·2
6·3
6·2
•·O
6·2

•·'
5.3
•·•
• ·2

5- 10

•••
•••
03

5 - 11

•••
5.5

275
255

''°
230
''°
2,0
260

,.o

2,8
2,5
,,5
2•0
235

''°
220
18~

•·'
0·3

200
,,5
2 ,5

..,

2•0

•·' 235
,,5
''"

O·O
6·2

6·3

''°

Wayne State University
Maryland - Eastern Shore
South Carolina State
Florida A&M Univers ity
(OIC Charity Classic)
Delaware State College
Virginia State C~lege
I HOMECOMINGI
North Carolina A&T
Hampton Inst itute
(The Bison 's Oldest Rival ry)
Southern University
(America's 2 Largest Black
Colleges)
North Carolina Central
Morgan State Unive rsi ty
(Pre-Thanksgiving Classic)

Detroit . Mich .
1:30
Washington, D.C. 8 :00
Orangeburg, S.C. 2:00
Philadelphia, Pa. 8:00
Veterans Stadium
Dover , Del .
2:00
Washington, D.C. 1 :30

19

27
Octol:ier

4
11
18

25
31

November

8

15
21

•

Jeller son
Jellerson
F'reemont
Central
Soulheastern
Anacost1a
Anacos11a
Ana cos11a
Anacos t1a
Anacost1a
Anacost ia
Wood son
Wood son
Poll~ His,! .
Norlhern
Norlhslde
Monroe
East
R1vef¥tew
Oi~ie Holhns
Dixie Holhr>S
Crysta l River
SOOther '1f•nes
Shawiwe

LOI Angeles . ca111
LOS Angeles. Calif
Los Angele s. C31il
Flint. Mich.
Fhnl. M ic;h
Washington. 0 C
Washington. 0 C
Washington. 0 C
Washington. 0 C
Wa shington . 0 C
Washington. D C
W~ sh i ngton . O.C.
Washington . o c
Beaumont . Te~as
Durham . NC.
Nash.,1lle . Tenn .
Fredericksburg. Va
Columbus. Ohio
•
Sarasota. Fla
St Pete<sburg . Fla
St Petersburg . Fla
C1. st al R1...er . r13
Soo1hel'n Pine s. N C
~ ha ... 1.ee M 1ss10t1. Kansas

.

•

Greensboro, N.C. 1:00
.
·1
Washington , D.C. 8 :00

•

Washington , D.C . 1 :30

•
~

Durham, N.C.
·1:·30
Wash'i ngton, D.C. 8 :00

,

Baseball
DATE

9

September

13

14
17

20
21
23

27

. )..1

-

J

•All Home Games Played 1n Robert F . Kenne dy Stadium .

2
4
5
8
11

12

SCHOOL

SITE

TIME

George Mason (2)
Catho lic U. ( 2 )
American U.
George Mason
Catholic U.
American U .
GeorgetoWn
George Wash ington
George Mason
Catl1ol ic U.
Georgetown
George Washington
George Mason ( 2)
George Wash ington
Georgetown (2)
Arnerican U.

Away
Away
Away
Away
Hom<
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away

6:00 p.m.

SCHOOL

SITE

TIME

Harr isburg , Va .

9 :00 p .m.

Harr isburg , Va .

4:00 p.m.

Ph illipi, W.Va .
Elkin , W.Va .

2:00 p .m.
11 :00 a .m.

12 noon
12 noon
3 :00 p.m.
12 noon
12 noon
3:00 p .m.
12 noon
12 noon .
3:00 P.m-:3:00 p.m.
12 noon
12 noon

•

3:00 p.m.
12 noon
12 noon

Soccer SchcdL1I C!

l'hol o ttY s11uit11 Mc.IYUI

Macl1so11 College
(Tour of Champions)
Madiso11 College
(Tol1r of CharTipions)
'· Aldcrso11 Broadus
Davis Etkin
Cleveland State
Clemsor1
Akron
F .C.C.

4
10

,

Boward Aequlres
New Athletic Van
By Gwmcn L Gist
Transportatioo problems which
previously confronted the Athlet ic
Department have been lessened
through the purchase of a new 15

be used along with the old No . 1 van
and p . . , . r bus, leased by the
Athletic Dept . for a period of nine
months, to get
sports teams to
their dntinations.
According to Garland Valentine ,
the Coordinator of Transportation
and Supportive Services . additional
means of transportation has been
needed for three years due to added ·

•1

sports.

''Last year we only had one van ,"
stated Valentine . ·-.had a problem
with travel and had to rent
automobiiet, especi .. ly for Title IX
Womens Sports .••
When Mr. Valentine came to
How•d six years ago, teams were
transported through charter and

rental services which cost the
department $24,000 a year . He
devised a new transportat io1l system.
By making himself driver and
operator of the rental bus , he
alleviated the need to hire a driver .
and lowered cost even more .
On June 19 of this year, however ,
Mr . Valentine fell as he stepped from
van no . 1 tn front of the
Administration Building, and as a
result has four pins in his hip . Due lf
that accident, a back-up driver has
been hired in case he !>!comes unable
to drive .

2

Octo ber

It took a long time tu KCl l1crc hlil it li11.all) ,1frivc(I, flic new .1thl1:til.. v.1r1 .

passenger wan .
The new van (the No . 2 van) will

BISON GRID RECRUITS
OT
MG

Se1)tembe1 13

21

•

Tommy Spears
Dwight Sm1lh
Eric Patton
Al Cred it
Beeman Veasley
Adr ian Bullock
John Mayo
Theodore Robin son
Doug William s
Jellery Anderson
Jame s Chapman
Oliver Blake 111
Harrison Peter son
Keilh Pugh
Steve Wilson
Anthony Render
Dana Cunningham
Bryan Thomas
Thomas Clark e
Charles Seay
Nate Johnson
Lemeu t Watki ns
Mall'ie Lee
Keilh Clay

SITE'

October

\ .. .. A\ • . 7

TIME

SCHOOL

DATE

does not cripple or ruin our e11tire
season ," states Porter .
At the beginning of this season's
football training camp 5ession, Coach
Porter and his staff welcomed 26
freshmen recruits and several
walk-ons .

The only consolation for the HU
team was in knowing that, given the
same performances in a dual matd"I
inv ~ving only them and NCCU,
Howard would have been victorious
because of the point system in a dual
match .

DATE

30

Recruits Needed
to Fill Weak Spots
Ry Karen M.iclwy

The remaining second and third
~aces were lhared by SC State and
NC A&T .

Football

28
New on the squad this year is
Paulette Cox, a freshman from
Detroit . Other prospective recruits,
including Keith Copper of Detroit,
will be joining the team second
semester .
Coach Bell is ''looking for great
things from returnees ," but also
extends an invitation to interested
male and femat e to join the Sharks,
for needed depth and strength .

Ironic as it m1y seem, the Bitons
dominated the championships
winning five of the nine first ptaces.
However, NCCU surp111td the Bitons
by picking up the four rem1ining
first places plus five second place
finishes, as opposed to only one
second place finilh and no third
places for the Bisons .

Athletie
Schedules

Women's Sports
By Carrncr1 L. Gisl

went to the te1m of Bryan 1nd Holt.
The te1m of King 1nd Anthony won
the division 11 doubln championlhip.

12
18

22
25

29
1
6

Noveml:ier

2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
Akron, Oh io
4:00 p.m .
Washington , D.C. 1:00 p.m .

Newark College of Eng .
Spring Garden College
Rutger Univ .
American Univ .

(Howard Univ .)
Washington, D.C.
Washington, O.C.
Camden, N.J . '
Washington, D.C.
(Howard Univ .)

SCHOOL

SITE

1:30 p.m .
1:00 p.m .
1 :00 p.m .
1 :00 p.m.

Women's Volleyball
DATE

October

•
•

7

14

21
25
November

4

6

11
Terl1lis Schedule

Members of the coaching staff
now drive the vans .
Without the' new van, bus would
have to be chartered at a cost of
$1 .01 per mile , in addition to tolls,
driver .acco.mmodati ons, a11d
approximately $500 for layover .
The no. 2 van , purchased brand
new ' in August , has already
accumulated 3.000 m iles .

Clemson, S.C.
Clemson, S.C.

G.W .U .- lmmaculata - Howard
F .C.C.- George Mason- Howard
Catholic- George Maso n - Howard
Ameri can U.-St . Mary 's- Howard
Hood - Howard- Georgetown
• - Gallaudet - Howard
George Mason
·Howard - Georgetown - Immacutata

I

American U. r
1'.3allaudet

(

DATE

SC HOOL

SITE

September 30
October
10

'
Georgetown
Un,v .
George Washington Univ .
George Mason Univ .
American Univ . Tournament

Home

16
24
&

TIME

Away
Away
Away

25
•

I

I

•

•

,

'

I

12 Septetnber 19 75
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This would have given the
'Tartars ' a 12 man advantage right
off the 'bat against the Bison if thi s
rule had stayed in effect . But it
didn't .
A federal judge in Tuscaloo.sa ,
Alabama last Tuesday ruled that all
college teams will be allowed to fi eld
upto 60 players in foot ball games
this fall . Coach Porter is happy and
the Bison is ready to roll against
Wayne ·s tate tomorrow aftern oon at
T:30p.m.

'\

--

By Roy Betts

A11yt ime tl1 e NCAA .blows its nose
it affects HOwa1d U11iversity.
The Division 1 Bison cringe and
shudder ju st as much as other sch ools
wh en th e Nat1or1al Collegiate
Athl etic As soci ation abruptl y
char1gcs a 10119 star1d ing rule as was
at tern ptcd 1t1is l)ast SLJ mmer .
It r11igl1t Ile reca lled that on Aug.
15 tl1c NCAA l1ad l1anded dowr1 a
rul111g tl1a1 lin1ited tl1e traveli11g
squads for athleti c tea1ns to 48
meml>et s a11d t o r11c tean1s to 60
11laycrs .
Of course this action drew several
objections lro111 coaches throughout
the cour1try A11d here at Ho ward

Coach Porler was very concerned
becaL1 se our f irst fo o tball game is
6"

away .

Speaking of tomorrow's game,
there are eight Bi son who'll be
.Playing before their hometow11 folks .
· They are quarterback Mike Bank s,
linebacker Tyronne Fambro, center
Dan Ambrose, fullback Vernrn1
Turner , tailback Beama11 Veasley,
fr es hmer1 Al Credi t and DLiane
Brady, a11d tle fe11sive back Carl
Gilbert.
has been speculated that
Saturday's game won't be your
typical defensive battle or the
knock -out, drag ·out kind of game
that lulls you to sleep .
It

i

,..

The Wayne State game should. be
a classic offensive struggle pitting
two talented quarterbacks against
each other .

8 -2 - 1 record last season . as a
sophomore and an 8 -2 m•k as a
freshmen starter . He was chosen to
the All ·Mid -Eastern Athletic
Conference team and labeled the
league's offensive ''MVP ." He is a
definite pro prospect . Banks has
passed for 2690 yards in two seasons
and has completed 45 percent of his
atte mpts.
His adversary at Wayne State, Ed
Skowneski, passed for 677 yards last
season and ran tor another 637
yards_
By all indications, this weekend
will be a great a.t hletic affair as well
as a social one. The Howard
University al umni have planned a
cabaret at the Howard Johnson
Ho tel, Boulevard & 2nd Sts . in
Detroit from 9 p.m . unt il 2 a .m .
Satur day night after the game .
Individual tickets are selling for

.
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The stage has been set and we·'re
ready to gering, so I'll SEE YOU
IN DETRO I • Sa ~ay at 1 :30 p.m .
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LOOK OUT WAYNE STATE! Saturday at 1 :30 p.m. the Bison will take the fie ld led by MEAC 'MVP' .Michael Bank s (r l
and ALL-AMERICAN Ben Harris .

%975 Bl. .n Line-up
1O.Seay, OB
11 -Dailey, OB
12-Banks, M. OB
14-'K emp, DB

22·

,

23-Veasley. AB
24-Robinson, L. DB
25·Speorman, DB
26-Gilbert, C_ DB

-- -,
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21 ·Redden, DB
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15·Bridges, P
16-Porter, OB
18·Thomas, DB
20-Jack son, R _SE
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How a rd signal caller Michael
Banks, a product of Northern Hi_..
School in Detroit, led Howard to an

•

,._

•

27-Banks, H . RB
30-J0t1es, D. RB
31 -Gipson, K . RB
32-Tapp, RB
33.Chapman, AB
34·B1mes , RB
35·Breakfield, RB
JS.Morgan, RB
37-Spencer, LB
38-D•vis, D . RB
40·Townsend, AB
41 ·fambro , LB
42·Jones, M . DB
43-Corley, DB

44-Turner, RB
45·Wilson , OB
46-White , RB
47-Warren, SE
48-Robinson, T _ LB
50·Bullock , A.C .

62-Napier , OG
63-Dupree, OT
64-Jenk ins , J . OG
65-Watkins , L . OT
66·Clark, T. LB
67-Burns , MG
51 - McCl~ain, C
68-Spears ,
52:Williams, D. DE
69-t:tutton, OG
53'Pressley, LB
70·Brady , D. DE
54·Hollingsworth, MG 71 -Cred it, MG
55-Ambrose . C
72-Pyfrom, OT
56-Williams, J. LB
73-Cromartie, DT
74.
60-Stephens , OE
61 -Davis, J. LB
7~ · Lee , M. OT

•

-•• -

a

..

76-Roney, OT
77 -Huntl:!r , LB
78-Cunr1irlghan1 ,. K. 0 1
79-Cunr1inghan1, -D. OT
80-Dennis, SE
8 l -Gavir1 , TE
82-Gantt, TE
83-Fowler, SE
84·Ball , P. DE
85-Harri s, B. OT
86·
87 ·Davis, G. DE
88-Cor1rad, DE
89-Gambl c, TE, K
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Sap food Service •t HO"'f'ard University wenb you to know the •dv•ntages of buying a board !meal)

'

•

plan. We're proud of the mul J)i1m dev.toped al they provide •lternative dining based on individual life
· style, plus a ••riety of foods offered 1t eKh mal giving you, the student, a choice of appetizer, entree,

dettert .

Look what you can have.
•

.

,_

.,.
,

Gr .1 r11bl i ng tjL1 .1r l t'J l)JCh [)uuglas \Vi I tiar11 s .1r1d i'4urg;1n.8 tt1 tc ~. 1 I Cl y I in1 I~ ,, ylc•1 will l)t' two exci ting too 1b;1ll players to
w.i.t cl1 i11 S. 1t L1rt!.1~ ·~ ··1 ir1111Jil' football Cla ssic' JI R.r .K. ~t.1cliun1 .

Timmie Classic:
Strength
vs.
Strength''
'

WAS HIN GTON , D.C. - It lboks
like 1t1e G1amb111g - Morgan State
''Tin1rn ie Foot l>all Classic'' at RFK
th is Satur<lay, Scpte1nbe r 13, boils
dow11 to the 1ncv1tabte ''s trengtl1 vs .
strengtl1' ' cor1frontation
Gran1blir1g's 1~X l)losive passir1g attack
vs . Morgan 's stror1g secondary.
Gan1e t1n1e 1s sct1eduled for 2: 00
p.n1 ., witti gooti seats still available .
Afte r ir111l1 cssi vc pre-season
workouts ir1 Auglist , botl1 Coach
Eddie Robirison of Grambli11g arid
Morgar1 State's Nat Taylor have
proclt1ccd s1art1r1g l1net1ps fo r this
2nd A1111ual affair tt1at will assure
fa11 s pler1ty of f11ework s .
Robinsor1 relics 011 most of his
offer1sive pL111cl1 to co1ne from his
µassir1g attack . He sl1ou ld be a happy
n1ar1 witl1 sopho111ore Quarterback
Doug Williar11 s retur11i11g . Williams
tl1rew for 1, 150 yar<ls and 12 TD 's,
despite just ear11ir1g•a starting spot at
fn1<l - ~aso11 last year . He led the
Tigers to sever1 straigl1t wins .
Also returning for Grambli ng ,
which we11t 11 - 1. in '7 4 and is the
def er1dir19 11atio11at Black college
chan1 p ior1, a1e ~receivers Sammy
Wh i t e, Dwigl1t Scales, Carlo$
Penr1ywell, arid Ro11 _Singleto11 . The
quartet com bir1ed fo r 95 receptions,
20 TD's and 1, 790 yards.
Morgar1 State, wt1icl1 hopes to
recover frorn an of f.year (5-5) and
get back into the MEAC tit le race,
sh_o uld be priml.-d to halt Grambling's
aerial barrage witl1 three of its four
defensive backs returning, as well as
its key linebacker and defensive

lineman .
Anchor 1ng the Bears' secondary 1s
Tim Baylor·, a Cardozo High product
·from Washington, who'll start at
stro11g safety . Baylor (6-4, 190) led
Morgar 1 111 in terceptions last year,
llntil an 1r11ury sidelined him for the
year at micl-St!ason . Helpi11g o ut
Baylor is safety Andy Powell and
cornerback Booby Reid .

In its defensive line, Morgan State
features former Ar111apo lis High
standout Angelo Wells, a11 c>Ccellent

pass-rusher at 6-2, 240. From his
defensive end position , Wells was
second in tackles last ve•r to
graduated All -American linebKker
''Superman"' Simms. Providing help
for Well s is rugged middle line~ker
Van Nicholson, who learned his skills
Playi ng along side Simms.
Morgan State will be trying to
break a five game los'ing streak
against Grambling . The two teams
met last year at RFK in a torrential
downpour and Grambling walked off
with a 14-0 win .

Breakfast ..... Choice of Juice or Fruit
Choice of Hot or Cold Cereal
Choice of One Entree (2 eggs, French
•
toast or pancakes)
Two Slices Toast, Butter, Jelly or
Breakfast Pastry
Choice of Two Beverages (milk, tea,
coffee, hot chocolate
,
Lunch ......... .

.

44%0FF
THICK SHAKE ONLY 25• (reg. 45•)
WITH THE RRURN OF .THIS COUPON TO
THE UNIVERSITY SNACK UI
(punch out)

.

.~

Soup
Choice of One Salad
Choice of One Entree
Choice of One Vegetable
. "
Two Rolls or Bread with Butter
Choice of One Dessert
Choice of Two Beverages (milk, tea,
coffee, fruit punch, soda)

Dinner~ .......... Soup

Choice of One Salad
Choice of One Entree
Choice of Two Vegetables
Two Rolls or Bread with Butter
Choice of One Dessert
•
Choice Two Beverages (milk~ea ,
coffee, fruit punch, soda)

BUY A PEPSI· ••• ONLY .45 ••• AND •
KEEP THE 1'IFFANY Slfl-EI>
GLASS.
THIS PROMOTION ONLY AT THE UNIYEllSITY SNACI W
(punch out) FACULTY STAFF D•ING IOOM ..i l.allllllll
.
'
•
Hill DINING llOOM.

-

S. often 3 cptionel m1,. plans at How•d Univenity :
1. 19 ft.1aal Pl•t ... (. . .00 1st S.mater)
d
F .d
, .. ..... .Monay - r1ay
Bt11kf1tt.L- D
, inner ................ .. .............. .....

Brunch MCI Din.-wr . . , ..... _ . _ . . ..•. . . , __ .. __ .....•............ Saturday & Sunday

2. 15 Mill .........1380.00 1st Somosterl
. . .ktest, Lunch, Dinner . . . ..... _ ... . _ .. _ ....... . ... _ . ~ ............ Monday - Friday

3. 10 Ml,. ........ (331.00 1st S1m11t11rl
ChoiGI of 1ny ,,.,. • er..ttf•t, Lunch. Dinner ... ·- . . _....... _ .. ......... Monday - Friday

'
Mt.. plant.,. not operative during tbe Spring temester
brelk ; howewer , meals are availabte at th e a la
carte c..h Clfeteria.

•

'
W. irwi.. you to chOOM the plan that best suib your
n•ed.

"

.

.

.

Contat Food Serwicie 9t Fraziet H-'I - T..ephone 131 7400.

..
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WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE
OVER-CROWDED DORMITORY SITUATION?

•

•

•

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT. THE DIRECTION
IN WHICH THE HONORABLE WALLACE
MUHAMMAD IS TAKING THE NATION• OF ISLAMl

.0

I
l_j
..

YVETTE SMOTHERS,
freshmi1n, C•ncer

'

Business Administr.tition,

1. Howard Universit y's Office of Res idence Life

•
has displayed to me a lack of o rganization and

unity. I' m from New Orleans, was in Temporary .
Housing for 6 days and wouldn' t co nsider that a
very pleasant experience. Why did they accept all
of these people from places like California and Louisiana without having space for 1hem? They must
have confidence in themselves because the stu-

denls and myself don' t.

..

/

•

l

•
•

I

LJ

VEINON L EPPS, lu1iness M•ni1gemen1, Frett..

,..., Aqu•rius
1. Negligence on the part of the administration 1s

most prob.bly the cau se of the overc rowdedness. If
they had carefully counted or t><>timated the number of . people living in the
•rms the situation
would probabl y not exist.
2. Because I kn ow little ab our the religion I can' t
respond 9bjec tivel y to this question.
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ARTHUR RONE, Zoololf, Freshm•n, Leo
1 . It follows th ro ugh with the Howard tradition of
becoming an unnece,ssary hassle. There -have been
two attempts to gel me ou t of my room .
2. No comment.

'

'

•

L...i

DARRYL BRIDGES, Business M•n•semen~ Senior,
Capricorn
1
1 . The overcrowded dormitory reflects in many
ways the misorganization of Black people. This
problem should have been carefully organized before student s returned.
2. No com ment.

MELANIE SHAW, Political Science, Sophomore,
Aries
1. I believe that this situation should have been
handled long before students came for the Fall. It is
unf~ir to ask students to live in rooms which were
no t meant to be dorm rooms.
2. I think he is taking a b ig step toward unity. He
1s bringing more freedom to women which i the
key to success. Success encompasses all sexe .

•

.

•

•
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VALERIE RIVERS, Ensll•h. Fre1hmon, Leo
1. For people who have paid for rooms either
single or wh•tever and are sleeping in lounses, 10"
in • room, this pl•ce is • rip-off. How•rd should
definitely get their •ct together ind orpnize themselves. Unfortun.tely •s a freshman I have found
myself lost •nd without direction.
2 .• Don't follow it up.

f

\

D

fOlaST

w. SIWllS, II. Lllleral Ar11, 541F.0111ore

1. Wei~ I didn't set the room ttwlt w•s •ssi1ned to
me but I hove • ploce to s"'y. I'm setting used to
the Howard life.
2. If he does whol he
it will help his people. '

"'Y'·

•

•

•

•
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GREGORY BAGLEY, Zoology, fre1hm•n. C•ncer
1. People are being moved I and ' r,-loc•ted, it
seems so unfair, it's hard enough geiting settled
once. But twice is ridiculous.
2. I really don' t know much about him so I can't
form an opinion at this time. But I do know • little
about the Nation of lsl•m. They are very visible in
the public and seem to have many good ideis.

•

